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Goods, Groceries. Crockery,Hats and Caps,
Flour, Provisions, etc.; River st.
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NO.

er were tanned In 20 years by Z. Pratt,”
Mr. Editor:— From the meanderingsetc., etc. Among the last acts of the old
of the Mohawk as it flows East through man, was the presentationof his own
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of Schenectady,thus west to Duanesburgh

form of a public library or good school
aud Quaker street, then again south by foundation!
the main line of the A. & 8. R. R. to
But my letter grows too long and 1 must
Scohaire Junctionand so by a branch to hasten on. Our visit done, one of the old
Middleburgh. At this fine old towu, time stages carried us to Grand Gorge,

among
we

beach, dry ...................... 2 00 nestled
the hills in the heart of then thence by the Ulster sod Delaware
*• green ..................... 1 75
Scoharie,
enjoyed
the hospitality of R. R. over heavy grades and glorious
Hemlock Bark ......................®4 00
JOB PRINTING PKOMPTLT ANU NEATLY DONS.
Staves, pork, white oak, ............. ®10 00 Judge Danforth and his excellentlady,
views to Roundout, sod so down the Hudkinds of sausages constantly on hand.
Stavea, Tierce,
12 00
Heading bolts, soft wood . .. . ......
® 2 54 a hospitalitymade up of Christian courtesy son to
York. Yours, etc.,
U1TE.J., Dealer in all kinds af meats
Heading bolta, hardwood ................... 2 75
One square of teu linos, nonpareil,) 75 centa
and
that refinementwhich come only of
vei'etables;Meat Market on 8th street.
\
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Stave bolts, softwood. ......................2 25
lot ilrst insertion,and 25 cents for each subae-«•»,i
Stave bolts,hardwood .....................
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culture and kmiwiedge
the world.
quent insertion for any period under three TTAN DER HAAR, II., Dealer In Fresh, Salt,
Railroad ties, ................................
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months.
next morning, bidding adieu to our For the Holland City New.
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper Shingles, A |) m ...........................® * 00
| 3 m. | 6 M. I It.
and twine; 8th street.
Allkgan, Mich , Aug. 8d, 1879.
kind hosts, wc addressed ourselves to a
drain, Feed, Etc.
3
5 00 | 8 00
1 Square
Mb. Editor:— Having returned home
5
8 00 |10 00
Wheat, white fl bushel ........
85
89 long ride of 20 miles in au open wagon.
•
Ma&ufaotorisi,KlUt, Sbopi, Ite.
8 00 10 00 j 17 00
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35
“
from
a pleasantstay of two weeks at the
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the
was
cloudy
and
IlEALD.R.
K.,
Manufacturer
of
and
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In
10 00 | 17 00 | 25 00
(a Column
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Agricultural Implements; commission agent Buckwheat, f baehel
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mouth of Black Lake, six miles from the
40 breezy so that we did not, like many un
25 00 j 40 00 1 65 00 foi .MowingMachines' cor. I0th^| River street.
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“
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Feed, f ton ...................
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CO., Proprietors
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125 July sun. Mile after mile we ride along on Lake Michigan shore— a word or two
changes.
of Ptugger Mill*: (Steam Saw and Flour Barley, * 100 H..* ..........
120
Business Cards in City Directory, not over three Mills.) near foot of 8lh atreel.
to the south, followingmostly the wind- in icgnrd.toits beauty and cooling inlines, $2.00 per annum.
Flour, iTtOO lb ...............i.
2 50
fluence would not come amiss to those
Proprietors of the Pear] Barley, fMOO 1b ......... ,...3 00
\r£RBEEK, H. W.. k
4 00 incs of the beautiful Scoharie Creek as it
Notices of Birins, Marriages, and Deaths pubPhoenix Planing Mill.
Mill. All kinds of buildare unacquaintedwith its splendor
lished whitout charge for sitbscrlbeis.
ruus along its rocky bed,
widening
Me&ti, Eta
ing material furnished at Grand Rapids prices.
An Z before the Subscriber’sname will denote
Beef, dressed per ft ............ ..........4 ft 4
and
deepening
to
a sizable stream, aud and Intensely pleasant camping facilities.
the expiration of the Subscription.
Two ZZ sig- A17ILMS, P. U. Manufacturerof Wooden, and Fork,
® 7
those who are anticipating a week or
nify that no paper will be continuedafter date.
then contracting to a mere brooklet. As
Iron and Wood combination Pumps. Cor- Lard ...............................6 ® 8
+XT All advertising bills collectable quarterly. loth and River streets.
Smoked Meat ..................
8 fli 10
we penetrated deeper among these gorges, two of recreatlou— camping out— no betHam .......................... 5 to 6
KoUrr Ftclici
scenes of beauty nud grandeur kept ter place within the limits of fifty miles of
Bhoaldere ......................
4 to 5
Tallow, per ft ..................
4 to 5
opening up. The eye dwelt with delight Holland could be found where enjoyment
9
OUST, HUNKY U., Kssl EsUte end Insuranct Turkeye.
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dressed
par
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6
Agent, Notary Public and Conveyancer;Oolupon these lofty uplands with their ever would be more highly appreciatedund
ectlous mads la Hollandand vlclultj.
enjoyed than at “Camp Lookout” (a name
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changing curves, clothed with the prime-

Onioago & West Michigan B. B.
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AN dCHELVEN,

G., Justiceof the Peace,

Notary Public, Couve^aucer, etc.
Van Landegeud’sBlock.

Office,

Ladies, Lelicate and Feeble.

name

our party gave it.) The

val forest. Here and there on the hillside

arose from

or herds the sightly view we had of Luke Michigan.
of cattle and in the distance hill-top rose Our tents were pitched on arise of ground
Leave
Arrlctal
4 NN1S, T. E., Physician;residence, epposite your feet; that couslsut drain that is taking over hill lop, bathed iu the blue haze, or between two large and majestic hills, aud
Holland,
Train*. lloUand,
from your system all its former elasticity : if uearer at hand alternatelydark green or here with an open (root we gazed upon
| 1 40 a. in. l\. S. W. cor. Public Square.
Grand Rapids.
driving ihe bloom from your cheeks; that,
f 5.20 “
ll.55a. m.
4 Sll A PALMER, Surgeous, Physiciansand
a higher shade as ihe shadows came and and received from nearly all directions
3.30 p. ra. /V. Accoucheurs. Office at hie residence, Over- conliuualstrain upon your vital forces,
J lO.UUp. 111.
the cooling breezes of that beautiful sheet
ysel,
•
rendering your Irritableand fretful, can went. Mr. Editor, we have a noble stute
nluskegon,Peniwaler
of
water. Immediately to the rear of the
easily be removed by the use of that mar- and Ihe motto on our state seal is doubt5.20 a. in.
Ac Big Rapids. *10.20 a. iu.
I EDEBOER, B. Physicianand Surgeon: Office
velous
remedy.
Hop
Bitters.
Irregularicool
camping grouud is Black Lake, dis3.30 p. in. ±J corner Eleventh and River street opposite
10.30 “
lead true,— ‘Tf you seek a lovely peninsula,
ties and obstructions of ybur system are
puolic square.
» 0 10 “
\ 10.00 p. m.
look around,”— but iu the matter of tance not more than forty rods, where we
relieved at once, while Ihe special cause
New Butlalo
I EDEBOER, F, 8., Physicianand Suigeon;
scenery
we must perforce yield to the Em- did most of our trolling and night-line
UUicajjo. j 1.30 u. in. 12.00 “
J-J office at residence,on &}ghik street, near Chi. ol'periodcalpain are permanentlyremoved.
Will
you
heed
this7
* 10 40 a. tn. «& M. L. S. 11. R. crossing.
pire State, aud of all her 00 counties, New fishing— catfish — bass-fishing was excelt
5i
3. »p. m. \ 10.15 p. in.
York holds none that in this respect bears lent— and ns an harbor, I believe, it has
VIC CULLOCH THOS., Physician, Surgeon and
An Astonishing Fact.
5.55
Aceoucueur.Office, Van Pullen's Drugstore,
the palm from Scoharie and Greene. The not its equal on the western shore of Lake
Holland, Michigan.
• Mixed trains,
A large proportion of the American peo- Adirondackregion is wilder— the lake Michigan. The long pier extending out
t Daily except Sunday and Monday.
^CUOUTEN, R. A. City Pnysiciaa.Office at the ple are to-day dying from the effects of couuiry of centralNew York more varied, into the large lake, near the end of which
J Daily except Saturday.
First Ward Drug store, otu s.reel.
Dyspepsia or disordered liver. The result
, Mondays only.
Is the tall and neatly constructed lightAll other trains dally except Sundays.
ot these diseases upon the musses of intel- hut give me tie "everlasting hills” of the
Fhnsgrapbsr.
All trams on this road, will be ruu by Chicago
house is a sight worth seeing, and from
ligent
and
vuluable
people
is most alarm
Catskills,
the
rue
Switzerland
of
America.
line which is 20 minutes later than Columbus
If IUG1NS, B. P. ths leading Photographer.
GaJ- ing, making life actually a burden instead
time.
Toward
evening
wo
found ourselves in whnt we can learn Mr. Regenmorler, the
TT lery opposite this office.
of a pleasant existence of enjoymentand
keeper, is olways ready and willing to
usefulness us it ought to be. There is no Prattsville and welcomed by dear friends
Saddliri.
Grand Havan Bail Bead.
good reason for this, if you will only throw with whom wc proposed a lortuight’sstay, show and explain its luminarysubstance
\ f AL7PELL,11., Mauufaclurerof and dealer iu
whenever culled upon to do so, in au
aside prejudice and skepticism, take the alas! in the review!
liaruesi, Trunk*, Saddles and Wnips;
Taken Effect,Monday, June 23, 1879.
adyice of Druggists and your friends, and
Eighth sireel.
The village, of some few hundred inhab- obliging manner.
try one bottle of Green’s August Flower.
During our stay, and a few days before
OoiBg Son’ffi.
Ojiflj Hflrth.
Tctasoo ud Cigars.
Your speedy relief is ceitaiu. Millions of itants, lies on the northwest edge of
STATIONS.
No. •*. No. 2.
»•* No. 1,
we started for home (Allegan)a gentlep. iu.
a. m.
a. m.
p. iU,
pE ROLLER, G. J., Generaldealer in Tobacco, bottlesof this medicine have been given Greene couuly where it joins Scoharie on
Munkeijon,
12 20
2 17
away to try its virtues,with satisfactory ihe north and Deleware on the west. man (?) from Holland came into camp,
Cigare,6nufl, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.
ForryHburji,
2 50
11 47'
results in every case. You cun buy a
2 54
6 15
Grand Havun,
8 23 11 42
Twenty-four houses form a single street, accompaniedby two ladies, and after
Watohu and Jswilry.
(3 53
sample bottle for 10 cents to try. Three
Pigeon,
8 tl
7 57 11 12
i having gazed with wonderment for a
Holland,
7 22
3 55
7 80 10 44
doses will relieve the worst case. Posi- crescent shaped extendingfor near a mile
T OSLIN A BKEYM AN, Watchmakers, Jewelers,
Fillmore,
4 13
7 42
1 12 10 25
and dealers iu Fancy Goods; Corner ef Mar- tively sold by all Druggists ou the West- along the Scoharie which here ruus! minute or two upon one of our male mem8 35
Allegan, <.
5 00
n 25
9 35
ket and Eighth Street.
ern Continent.
through a ?orge with hills rising almost bers washing dishes (who no doubt did It
FRED. U. MAY, Hanagtr.
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E. C.

Leavenworth,Orn'l freight Agent.
W. BAUMGAKTEL, Ageit,

Holland. Mich.
Cloie connections made at Allegan with G. It. <fc
It. It. and L. S. A M. 8. for Platnwell, Kalamazoo Ft. Wayne. Cleveland. &c.. Ac.

gusiiww Diwrtonj.
Attoniyi.

TTOWAKD, M.

D., Clttiin Agent, Attorneyand
River itreet.

i-i Notary Public;

VfC BRIDE, P. U., Attorney and Counselor at
ivl Law, and Proctor In Admiralty. No. 11
River street.

T)ARK8, W.

A

U. Aitorneyaud CounccloratLaw,

torner of River and eighth streets.

YpEN EYCK,

J., Attorneyat Law and Collecilng
Agent. Officolu Kenyon & Van Putteu'i bank
Kighlh street.

A

Basklsg and Ixchaagt.

AN PUTTEN JACOB, Banking and

V
street.
'IT

bank. The very awkardly) a remark was made by
A Wonderful Discovery. rides in every direction are charming aud one of the ladies of our camp that “we
For the speedy cure of Consumption the air pure as a height of 1,400 feet had spectators,” of course, meaning no
and all diseases that lend to it. such as
above lide-water can make it. On every harm. The man from Holland advanced
stubborn Coughs, ueglected Colds, Bronwith his two ladies, and said he “did not
I. 0. of 0. F.
chitis, Hay Fever, Asthma, pain in the side rise hills hut toward the southeast
Holland City Lodge, No. 192,lndep>!ndentOrder
wish
to be insulted in such a manner,”
side and chest, dry hacking cough, tick- seems to lie the main range of the
of Odd Fellows, bolus its regular meetings at Odu
Fellow's Hall, HollandMich., on Tuesday Evening ling in the throat, Hoarseness, Sore Throat Catskill, reaching an altitude in Black and “wanted none of our lip,” he said,
of each week
and all chronic or lingering diseases of the
Dome and Black Head of 4,000 feet. Just “I own this land, and if we persisted in
Visiting brothers arecordially invited.
throat and lungs. Dr. Kina'* New Discovery
M. Haiuunuton, N. G.
too much talk lie would have ns removed
has no equal aud has established for itself beyond these famous peaks, at a distance
Will H. Rooebs, R. 8.
a world wide reputation.Many lending or 20 miles from Prattsville,is the Moun- immediately.”The gentleman in quesphysicians recommend and use it in their tain House on a height of about 3,000 feet. tion no doubt, took us for a lot of IgnorF. Si A. M.
practice. The formula from which ills
ant gipsies,but after • little conversation
A Rkuulab Communicationof Unity Lodoe, prepared is highly recommended by all
Prattsvilleowes its name and existence
No. 191. F. & A. M.. will be held at Masonic Hall,
in a mild way, he probably came to the
medical Journals. The clergy and the to an ecceutrlc man by Ihe name of Pratt,
Holland,Mich., on Wednesday evening, August
concludon,
we were not there to tell forpress have complimentedit in the most who amassed a fortune here by tanning,
27, at 7 o’clock, sharp.
Otto Breyman, W. M.
glowing terms. Go to your druggist and
tunes or insult Holland gentlemenand
and built many of the houses for workC.B. Wynne Sec'u.
get a trial bottle for ten cents, or a reguladies. I have since learned his first name,
lar size for $1.00. For sale by Heber men and tenants. He seems to have had
and it is
. 1 would adWalsh, Holland,Michigan.
s strange passion for horses and dogs, to
vise -to build a summer reaidence"
Ijjccial ^otitfji.
judge from a tombstone erected on a hillCandies of all kinds, the very latest
near that beautiful camping ground and
side at the south end of the village which
styles of creams, caramels, butter scotch,
settle down for life, for I presume the
Buck in’s Arnica Salve.
cachou lozenges, etc., etc., and also the bears this inscription,(I give it verbatim at
government, who owns the land, would
littleice cream cup with spoon for 1 cent hberatum):
The beat Salve in the world for Cuts,
be clad of such a tenant, he being so
—a real novelty— at the
Bruises, Sores, Ulcer, Salt Rheum, Tetter,
“Of over a iboassnd horses owned by and worn
perpendicularly on its western

Col-

lectiug, Drafts bought and sold; Klglitn
u-iv
Barben.

-- --

l

25-2

w

.

CITY BAKERY.

mouthy and dignified.

In the service of
Chapped hands, Chiibluius,Corns, and all
1 \E GROUT, L. barber. Haircutting,shaving, kinds of Skin Eruptions. This salve is
Z
.
XJ shampoouiug,hair-dyeing,etc., done at rea- guarranteedto give perfect sutisfaciionin
I wish to inform my patientsand friends
sonable rates. Barber shop next door to the City
(Figure of horse.)
generally,
that until further notice I will
every case or money refunded. Price 25
14-ly
(Figure of dog.)
Cents per
For Sale by Heber Walsh keep my office at the Drug Store of Dr. The foHowioK were favorites:
Csamiitloa Uerchaat.
Holland, Michigan.
R. A. Schouten, where orders for my serRobb, a sorrel,age, 24 years,
Brogue, a bay, age, 18 years,
lb EACH BRO’8, CommissionMerchants, and
vices can he left, or at my residence on

Hotel.

^

13

Farm

N EE, D. M., Dental Surgeon; residenceand offlee on Eighth street, opposite Van Kaalle'a
bhoe store.
/

vJ

Sngi ud KiliclBii.

I'VOESBURG. J. O.,

Dealer in Drugs and Mediclues, Paints and Oils, Brashes. Ac. Physician’s prescriptions carelally put up; Eighth st.

T/

Drug Store. Fine Drags, Med-

iciues,Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles and Perfumeries; • River street.

_

VAN PUTTEN, Wm.,

Dealer in Drugs, Mediclnes, Paints, OHi, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
W. Van Den Bebo's Family Medlciuds; Eighth St.

V

WALSH HEBBK, DruggistA Pharmacist; a
T fall stock of goods appertaining to the busv

Incss^

__

faniturs.

\f EYKR,

H. * CO., Dealers in all kinds of FurIvl nitnre.Cnrtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins,
Picture Frames, etc.: River street.

John

[We

.

dogs;

42-tf

M.D.

HOWARD.

age by lightning or

fire,

in the

Watertown

InHUranceCompany. Apply to
L. T. KANTERS. ’
The Pessink Bros, have opened up their
Ice Cream business, and are

Cream which cannot

now

ready to

NOTICE.

or anybody, Ice

be beat by measure

The undersigned,Dr.

L. E. Best,

having

settled in the city of Grand Rapids, offers

or dish.

his services as a Physician, Surgeon and

Ac

coucbcur to the pubiic at large, and
whereas he pays particular attention to
chronic diseases,and fine surgery, he has
concluded to stop at the City Hotel, in the
1,000.000,000
acres of land for sala by the Atchl City of Holland, on Saturdayof each week,
•on, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad loedted In
Sontheru Kansas, —the garden of the continent. where he can be consulted during the
For information In regard to these lands; and how
^
to reach them call on or address
L. E. BEST, M. D.
J. C. POST,
Grand Rafids. Nov. 25 1878.
Agent for Ottawa County, Mich.

KANSAS.

•

day.

0.

Holmes.

suppress the name, preferring not

tc be too personal.]—

A writer

this city.

furnish parties, societies,

avA

subscribe myself sincerelyyours,

Prince, a grey, age, 80 years,

Eighth street, near Chicago Railroad

splendid clay crossing.
Near church
Respectfully,
at a bargain, 80 acres
F. 8. LEDEBOER, M. D.
of this land is partiallyimproved. Also
40 acres of unimproved land in the TownNow is your time to insure against damship of Fillmore. Inquire of
from
and school house,

Smut.

for Sale.

I will sell eighty acres of

soil, six miles

R.,

With many pleasant recollections of a
two week’s stay at “Gump Lookout" 1

W.

dealers in Gritin, Flour and Produce. Highest market price paid for wheat. Offio in Brick
store cor. Eighth £ r Ish streets, Holland, Mich. 17

VfEBNGS, D.

PRATT,

Ed.

in The Sheffield (Eng.) Indepen-

dent states:A local Aim of cutlery

Carlo, age. 12 years,
Ruff, age, 11 vears,
Mungo, age, 10 years,

facturers, the chief portion
is

manu-

of whose trade

with America, are about to abandon

I860.”

their works here and commence operabe doubled'whether this> tions on the other side of the Atlantic,
strange mode of testifyingbis regard wasi The firm to whom I am referring intend
•

But

it

may

the genuine love for the brute creation taking about one hundred Sheffield worksuch as inspires the noble efforts of Mr. men with them to America, and I under-

Bergh.

Rather

it

would seem

that per- stand that a

much

sonal vanity and a desire to perpetuate hisi mans have been

own name

larger number of Ger-

engaged.

had a large share, for on a ledge

—

>

,

A boy had always declined to eat oat
mother had urged it
the likeness of himself and
of the 120th New York volunteers, who upon him as a atrengtheninfdiet. Suddied from the effect of a gun shot wound denly he surprised her by one morning eatat the top of the hill, known as Pratt rock,

son. Colonel meal, although his

received at Manasas, ore cut; surrounded ing

by numerous

inscriptions,setting forth

a liberal platefuland calling for

When

more.

she asked for an explanationhe

.

various scraps of personal

and

family his-

tory, as that “1,000,000 sides of sole leath-

replied: “I

am bound

to eat

oatmeal till

I

get strong enough to whip Georgy ScotL”

ijfdlfattd <$iig

men suddenly drew pocket knives and rushed may be expectedfrom that country at any moat each other. Th^ duel lasted for some miument According to the tenor of advicesreutes, both men hiking away at each other with
ceived by officials in the War Department trom

tytm*

OUR MENAGERIE.

, HOLLAND C^TY. MIQglGiN.

a

fever at Memphis on the 81st
cases were reported.

WEEKLY HEWS REVIEW,

Much

Nine new

Toronto.Tho stock of the suspendedhapk
spread from one end of the Dominion to the
other, and is also held in the United States,
mornings since. Three of them were re cap England, Scotland, Ireland, Newfoundland,
tured after an epccttingohaee.The other t^o, France, and even a few shares in India, The
both of them life-prisoners,are still rft large.
"hJckhnlderBand depositorsis about
There were four deaths from yellow 41, 500.000.... Hamilton, Ont, lias been visited
by a disastrous conflagration, in which a large
fever and seventeen new cases of the disease at
number of valuable buildings and contents
Memphis on the 1st inst. At New Orleans there
the 1088 beiu« Bet down at
was one death, but no new cases.
of

is

tucky penitentiaryat Frankfort escaped a few

printer and pub-

lisher,who wm. oonricted in fiew/ York of

ending obfoehe pnbtioettonB

‘ Ibrbhgh the
has been taken to the Albany penitentiary. President Hayes refused to pardon
bim....Preeoott O. Pillsbnry,the cashier of
mails,

the Lawrence (Mass.) National Hank, is a defaulter to the amount
164,000..,.
The discovery pf enormous deposits of iron
Ohevallier Juthonville, more than
ore of the best quality among the farms on the
Ohio
eight
miles -from Pittsburgh thirty years v»ouier
--- river
----- about
rr—
» —
or New
New
cashier ui
of me
the uanai
Canal nank
Bank, of
fioa s>Q 11 u nsl a k(
Ant i
^^

—

of

v

r*

rr— —

—

-

.

excitement has been caused in

Canada by the failureof the Consolidated Bank,

Fite convicts confined in the Ken-

TUB BAIT.
D. M. Bennett, a

ult

The

almost literallyswept out of existenceby

----*iy*®ight—hours ending
W1V4AM£ Wll
(X)00rlr:\,rr:ul,“r'r.trmou“t„f',aj'“
^ 08 ttie
on fever in the
-- o ---

tT

the
Am» 3M *)w,^
the evenincr
evening of
of Aug.
there were 26 new cases

of fever

and 8 deaths

ending Aug.

steam yachts, laahed together, and contain tag a pleasureparty, started but for Kingston,
Ont They bad not proceeded more than twenty
rods from the dock when the head-lashing
loosed, and one of the yachts capsized an
Tin If Wmi: n wy If
*
nnk^drowning Mre. Penelia,of T>:
Binghamton]
^aSarih Bpstwick,Mrs. am.
and MissBerkolem.of
Kirkwood, N Y., and Miss Hattie Pollock, of
A. rxwmt\ ^ . . ^
mr __
9 New York city....Martin Brady, a veteran of
the war of 1812, and one of the oldest type-setters in New York city, died last week. Six of bis
comrades in tho War of 1812 attended the
funeral.... At New Brunswick, N. J., a rowboat containinga pleasure parly of live persons was run into by the schooner Hayes in tho
Raritan river, capsizingit, and drowning t*o
ladies, Mrs. John Dunnig&n and Miss Kate
Horan.
I
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Philadelphia telegram
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an increase of twenty.fourover

4,
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PREDICAMENT OF A HORSE.

hmrl

has

been

i

id

Z A*.

vr.r
!

•

^e^ore t^ie horse was relieved.

SAVING her

\con

b

charged with being interested in the operations
FOREIGN.
[From the Madison (ind.) Courier.]
of a great land ring, bribing a member of the
A
cannon
of twenty-four centimetres
While
men were laying a pipe in the
Legislature aud other bits of piookodueu .
It .o
is tupuitecu
reportedAunt
that the Texas
railroad is caliber burst on board the
icxaa Pacific
racinc rAilp>ad
wiu German
vrormau gunboat
guuooat street near Mr. Gran Larrabee’s chop
being
----- > vi .PT8^ viB°rou»lybeyond
Fort Worth, | Renown at Wilbelnishaven,Germany, killing yesterday,they left the ditch open for
an
WeAthei;fordb7 Ooto- ; five and wounding twenty -five persons The a while, and a sow, with a family of

ter

*>"“•>'>'*

—

i

eight, in nosing around, got into it.
small pigs tould not get ont,

thirty- three

deaths

toto'rr^h
“ew T' “
for the
-eight hours ending on the evening to conclude
— -of the 5th lust. The city was remarkablv dull
and quiet. No new cases had appeared at New
Orleans for six days, and physicians were of
the opinion that the fever had
there for the summer.

•••••*

treaties.
.. .A cable uinwmuu
dispatch re----- —
reports the horrors of the fire at OrUkeni, on
the Bosnhorus, to be much greater thau at first
-

*

WASHINGTON.

Loe8ep.'

Imericl*;
an

tTmiToi

fling .
naval officers for the purpose of

the

top, but could not toss them high
Failing in this, she went to
the pavement and tried to attract the
reported. Tho whole town wis burned, and
attention of passers-byby running
to them and squealing,aud then going
back to her imprisoned familv ahnwiiwr
cup, won by Isonomy, Lonllard’s horse, the way. Some boys finally helped
the ,Iv>a,Vle'camejn third.... British returns show ' them out, and the mother ho? ffmnt«d
|
“PP1™® “ J mouthed each young:

forty

The

and

vestitnreof Tewfik t>a«lia as Khedive of mother tried her best to help them. She
Th'8 restores to the Khedive all privi- would get down in the ditch, grab a
pig, and endeavor to throw it up to the

from
““pw. orT^s
I

from a wedding excursion.

-

the same period last year.

less than that cast for President
Legislatureis largely Domocr
conveutionfaaieu
failed for
io want
impeached by the State House of Representa- for a constitution"! convention
Constitutional majority
matoritvin its
iia tavor.
>
tives, »nd is now undergoingtrial He is if a constitutional

Ihe Comptroller of Georgia

1HERE were

fVr

ae',7ru eni°-y p'ajing ballgames, would like to know who had
POLITICAL.
wrt enough to invent them. Herodotus
[From the Hunterdon (N. J.) Journal.]
thinks they were first plaved by the
Republican State Conventionshave
A horse belonging to 8. 0. Hoppeck,
been called in Nebraskafor Got 1, in Min- of Lambertville,a few days ago, got its Lydians, in the reign of King Atyx,
many years before Christ was born
nesota Sept 2, aud in MassachusettsSept 10.
fnni
i\. mi
m
order to make the people forget
Kentucky voted for State officerson appear to be a strange story, yet the
their hunger at a time when they
Monday, Aug. 4. The entire Democratic tick- ; story isn’t half as strange as was the
were suffering from a dreadful famine,
et, headed by Dr. Luke P. Blackburn for Gov- predicamentthat the animal was in
ihe game does not seem to have that
ernor,
»nn eiecieu. me
^nB0.r/owaf.e’cctedThe vote
vote w
was about 5(U)00 , Its shoe got fast in some way under its effect now.

known to have originatedfrom infected bedding and clothing. One young lady had been
attacked eight miles in the country, in a house
where the feveruxistd last year. She had not
been to the city for a month, and had beeu in
no way exposed to the infection.One man in
the city had died from a second attack of the
disease—a rare occurrence.

At Lewiston, Me., a train ran into a
team containing Pierre Gondreau and two
ladies,Rose Martin and Celina Morin. .All
It is stated from Washington that
were instantly killed. They were returning Proven1 1. violently „rp„,e<l De

THE WEST.

j

-

1

in

says “the

orders have been filled in the last quarter than
since the panic. The result has been that
purchasers no longer dicker as to price. The
only question is, • When can the rails be delivered? The mills are full, aud are declining
furtherorders.”

I

Memphis. For the the preceding week. There were '587 deaths
there were 26 deaths from tho disease during the month of Julv, sity of Virginia.

week ending on that date
from the disease,against 84 deaths from tho against 504

enormons demand for rails, both iron and
steel, has stiffened the iron market There
his been more active inquiry during the last
lx months than in the last six years, and more

strength to call for help, and has since
been very ill from prostration and ulcerated sore throat. For several mornings previous she had awakened with
very peculiar sensations about the
throat and chest. The cat was a strange
one, as none is kept about the house,
and must have gained access to the

w

at

A distressing accident, resultingin same cause in the precedingweek. Most of the
the drowning of five ladies, happened fata cases were in last year’s haunts
at Clayton, N. Y.. the other day. Two of the disease, and many cases are

i t

fire.

week

city of Havana, Cuba, for the

from

whose mouth was thrust
henV ?h,e httd scarcely

Springs detailing the killing of a huge
saurian, near that place, the lizard said
to be eighty-sixfeet long and seven
feet in circumference. William J.
Snodgrass says the carcass of the lizard apartment through a window— which
has been taken to the Mahon ville post- opens ou a balcony— near the bed.
office, where it oan be seen by the curi{ Origin of Lawn Tennis. /
ous.
This game, which is played at a
A CURIOUS SPIDER.
season when the world appears at its
[From the Covington(V».)
. Tribune.]
-------| be8^» combines a most perfect exercise
A few days ago a spider of a curious
,^3 muscles with a singular
---------- u. to town. On its charm far girls as well as boys, for men
nature
was -brought
back was the face of a man-plain and aud for women. Teunis is a very old
for Galen
— laxa
an old VKICCIi
Greek 111^11
medical
— —v,**
ICttl
distinct, each feature being an exact game, --imitation, and it was said to resemble gentleman—has written of it to the efin a remarkable degree the gentleman fect that it was in his time a healthy
who had it. It was sent to the Univer- exercise and quite nice.
.*

There were 137 deaths from yellow

pectors for 48,000, and anotherrefused410,
for the use of twentv
T.nnil liau
twenty acrea.
acres. Land
has anS.
suddenly risen to fabulous prices, and an important addition to the wealth of the region wul be
the result

rl

hasbden

city of Volcano, Wi Va.,

f

cat, ’

fearfnl effect. Suddenly Cole staggeredinside
army offioereaud others on the Texas frontier, Truthftil Stories Culled at Random from
of a saloon, fell upon the floor, and in five
Veracious Exchanges.
who have been closely observingthe developminutes was dead. A blow from (Jordon’s ment of matters in our sister republic, a forA MONSTER LIZARD.
knife bad •evered the carotid artery, and he
midable revolt against the Government of
bled to death.
The Loadville (Col.) Eclipao contains
President Diaz is likely to manifestitself becorrespondence
Cottonwood
. Thebe
were four deaths from yellow fore the dose of the year.*

making

j

0,ll?

‘b°Ut 10°

month-

Denomination. p,
Denomination.

a

_

a

«
h

continue a^ game of tennis. Henry
VIII., of England, was passionately
*on(* °* ^ u.nt^ became too stont, and
J011 May think it would have been better for him if he had kept up his interest in it and given less attention to mat-

rimony. Edward Halle, the historian,
who probably never went to a spelling
school, says of him : “The Kynge thys
tyme was moche entysed to playe at
the Indianapolis Journal.]
tennes and at dice, which appetite cer‘ Esquire Johnson, of Whiteland tain craftie persones about hym per; Johnson county, attn mtes h a raoven!
ceyuinge, brought in Frenchmen and
Lombardes to make wagers with hym
1 fro“
tb° stb« »f
I Dee ^ tlie
administering ol
of large
large doses
doses
I
LUC "uimmBienng
and so lost much money ; but when he
‘ of Rfiuinlonf o Xlira -- ____
1 01
,Hls 8JmPtoms were pe- perceyued their crafte,he eschuyd their

81™r

m‘!,1

that

tro°P8
fWs J

—

^

^1-,18,

Vatican.
Vatican.

•

up

^
WCre i
^ ^ 7 °nt8IN(1bLAREFFECT OF A BEE STING,

Potter Palmer, proprietorof the exhaustiveexaminationof all the surveys,aud
TELEGRAM from India states
Palmer House, Chicago, has telegraphed to
rd^nto.»h!oVrariri«0;'^ ‘f'0 ' f 0ler'1 “ r‘,ii“s ,moD? ,he
President lAngstaff, of the Howard Associa- found utterly impracticable. least hkely to be ; fron, Afgh»n,s..n. The Tenth
tion, Memphis authorizinghim to draw on Mr.
Following is the statement of coinPalmer for 4^5 monthly until further notioe for
ween wrnUDy
Germany aml
and the
the
age executed at the mints last
1 [*Jl*eeD
the relief of the needy sufferers in Memphia
last month:
____
Piece*.
'
i
Advices
from
Yokohama,
Japan,
Gen. Terry, commanding the Mili-

So

enough.

Tennis, as it is now played in the
tennis courts of England, France and
Italy, ^s perfected aud played, substantially as now, 2U0 or 300 years ago
It has been called both the “King of
Games” and the “Game of Kings." This
last name was given it because it was a
favorite amusement with Princes and
nobles, and both in England and France
edicts were published forbidding the
common people to play it. Henri II. is
considered to have been the best tennis
player of all the French Kings. Henri
of Navarre rose at daylight, after the
cruel massacre of St. Bartholomew,to

ft
I
i

re-

™

a

tTL
“d

Departmentof Dakota, has received discompaignie"— which was a very proper
r,
::::::::::::::::::
j
^ Jw
W' I unprewdented
luatory. _ lu^u.
TelU'
tw°
9I
thing for him to do.
patchesfrom Gen. Miles dated, “Campon Rock Go.d ball eagl. a- .......
. tremor ran through his
creek, eighteen miles eonth of the boundarv " " iver dollarH ................... 1 fisu nfti tiun to the Governtuent demonstrations,citi- I ,6r a
Tennis was originally, and still is,
. 81 1 .'ooc 4euo
zens ,,ave
have given
eivon lavish
laviHh nntAPiainmanta
ft j frame; within
five minutes he was ntutenter'amments on a
«uuin nve
saying Sitting Bull’s band of Sioux fled north- Minor ooiuaKe, cents .............
played in halls, or courts, built for the
ward to Wood mountain, leaving their
eJeJ day. aLd 'tfKht, with : terlv helpless, his entire body and limbs
Total coinage ........................
2 634.4V)
purpose at great cost; but the more
proporty scattered along the line of route for
Vt,u® ....................................
fifty milea The Sioux are estimatedto nummodern game of lawn tennis, which is
During Julv there w&h paid for arrears of
of ieh‘ETgi^L“.r.i7S,t
trdm^dr hLhl hge
ber 5 U00 with 2,000 fighting men. Gen. Miles
now
rapidly becoming popular in this
pensions
48,694.000,
which
exhausts
the
special
ently keep aloof from Geu Grant, and decline 1 slowly and faintly. Brandy was fresays be believes he has force enough to deal
country, can be arranged for a comparalund held for tho redemption of fractional curwith all the Indians Sitting Bull can gather.
, Tit« increase of the debt for tne month
rrL^zdd?,wnii8throatin larRe tively small cost. Dealers will supply
A terrible calamity occurred a few is 4t»,0N),.144. h flowing there would have been a queuce of orders from homo or otherwise
i ^Hantlt.1L8» a^ter remaining uncona very good set for $15, which will furnights ago on Goguac lake, near Battle Creek, decrease of $2,008,255 88 if no arrears of pension
nish amusement for a club of ten or fifhad beeu paid.
Mich., which suddenly transformed that pleasteen persons during several seasons.
h.hed
for
toB.oU
ro.r,
from
July,
lS7y,
to
j began to recover, aud is now perfectly’
Wabhington correspondentsays
ant resort into a place of mourning, and almost
July, 188i). The total estimated revenue is
More expensive and much better sets
well again.
desolation.The pleasure steamer Lew Clark “ the considerationwhich the admimstration
55,051 ,"(*> yens, or dollars, The estimatedexcan, of course, be had, and it may be
toon fire and was burned; also the dwelling of has given to the questionsof the fishery award pendituresare the saraa Increase of revenue
SAVED RY A NEWFOUNDLAND DOG.
said of this, as of most other out-ofJames Clevelandand three boat-houses. Mrs.
since its payment 1ms served to strengthenthe and expenditures over last year, 4 per cent
[From the Troy (N. Y.j Whig.]
Cleveland and h-r infant perished In the flames
door sports, that the enjoyment is
The
financial
condition
is
shown
to
be
thorA lad named Frior, with two compan- somewhat in proportion to the exceland two other children were so badly injured convictionwhich most of our officialswho had oughly healthy.... It n stated that Serinagur,
given
any
attention to the subject held at the
that they are noi expected to live. Mr. Cleveions, were “fooling ” in a row boat in the
time of tne award, that it was in every respect
°/. Cd8hmore, ordinarilycontaining
lence of the materials. The only maland saved his own and one of his children’s
excessiveand unjust V. ry close aad earnest 8< >0,000 inhabitants, has only 30, Out* since the Hudson, near the foot of Washington terial absolutely necessary, however, to
lives by jumping with it from the second story
famine. . .L ird Cnelmstord, lately commandof his burning house into the lake. The fire considerationis now being given to every ing the British forces inZulutoud,has resigned
branch of the subject, and there is little
ongmated in the steamer’sengine-room
donbt hut that all future correspondence of
England has been visited by another three Imys were thrown into the river, >11 lklv/\«aIk. >11 ^ _
m a
cholerft-morbuB-malignaut-dys-this Governmentwith England in regard to the
rubber ball, and a cord suspended bedestructive
storm, causing great damage to the boat covering them. They strugmatter
wili
b«
of
a
character
to
satisfy
tnose
entary-epidemicscare at Center Point, Iowa,
tween two posts. These can be had, of
who hold even the most extreme views in le- crops and other valuable property. The storm gled from under the craft and swam for
has quieted down. The diseajo is attributed to
very
good quality, for but little more
was
attended
by
a
fall
of
hailstones,
some
of
gaid to unfair discrimination or interpretation
a pond of stagnantwater on the outskirtsof of the Treaty of Washington against tho United them being five inches in circumference. The the shore. Two reached it in safety, than half the cost of a “ set.”— IV
the town, tho malaria from which polluted the States.”
damage to glass around Lmdon amounted to but young Frior, becoming exhausted Boardman, in St. Nicholas.
air and caused most of the sickness At
th jusands
pounds sterling. The when within a short distance of the
The monthly debt statement,issued damages
Walker, seven miles north 6f Center Point, the
to the crops in England by rain dock, sank.
A wife wanted a husband to sympanoble Newfoundland
Aug
1.
is
as
follows:
epidemic is quite prevalent, aud many deaths
hail and inundations are irnmarabie this seatliize with her in a feminine quarrel ;
dog,
which
stood
on
the
dock
and
saw
HOD. . ...
have occurred. Dubuque reports more cases 81 X per cent, bonds ....... f 283.68] .JTiO
.A dispatch
mws.u from
• • Kllll Cape
V/OUU Town,
iUWII, OUUtU
South AfriainHava
a 4 ** U
__
_ t _
of cholera morbus and dysenterythan have Five js-r cent, bunds ..... 5c8,-U0,3S0
ct, says that “ King Cetewayo, when leaving the boy go down< sprung into the but he refused, saying, “I’ve lived long
Four and a half percent.
been known any summer for years.
the battlefieldof Uiundi,told his chiefs to look 3vater, caught him by the hair and swam enough to know that one woman is as
bonds./............... ttO.'jdU.WK)
to their own safety, aud seek terms of peace as
Two drunken rofwtabouts met in a Four per cent, bonds ..... 7w.732.75J
with his preciousprize into the slip at good as another, if not better.” “And
fi.i5S.350
I,” retorted the wife, “have lived long
the foot
the street, where several
Chicago saloon located on the bank of the Refunding cert rtrut.
Uto a^f.£i“tor'K^r?akg7tia!,>.'hzX: i
'00t of
01
"everal
Navy pension fund ....... RnuU.ueO
river, aud got into a dispute as to which was
land will probably be divided into three or
men wko witnessed the event ren- enough to know that one man is as bad
Total coin bonds
each under the rule of < dered assistance and got the lad safeiv as another,if not, worse."
4i,7!t6.ni2.von separateprincipalities,
tho better mam To settle tho question they
Matured deb!
7S,73i,5uO
engaged in a fierce rongh-and-mrnble fight,in
Local tenders ......... . ’f346.742.461
THE MARKETS.
: “hnTl ’ nhe n0HlB ammtj 8houid h“™
the course of which they tumbled into the
Certitlcstea ot deposit. ... 4U 33U.WJ0
!
coUar, and young Frior owes his
river, and both were drowned.
Fractionalqin-ency ...... 15.8i4..v21 *
The projector of the English channel Ilfe t0 Lim'
Three of Brigham Youngs execn- Gold and silver certificates lb.ii26.550
Bkkvks .......................
ANOTHER MAN SWALLOWS HIS TEETH.
Hoo* ........................
bridge
will shortly begin operations ..... The
tors-Cannou. Carringtonand Brigham Young,
Total without interest ............420 913, RH
Cotton ......................
[From Hie Boston Transcript.]
steamship Louis David, (rom Antwerp to NaJr, ire in the Salt Like penitentiaryfor con. 4 0U ^ 4 40
Augustus Marsh, of Bangor, Mo., re- Floub— Superfine................
Total debt ........................
42,2116 f>-^,204
tempt of court in refusingto obey the order to
Wheat- No. 2 ....................
ples, was wrecked during a fog off Usbant,
• 1 "4 ,<4 1 10b,
Total interest ........................m.i
: centiy had the misfortune to swallow his
Cohn—
Western
Mixed
..........
turn over the propertyin their posewsion.
Franc-, aud twenty (seven persons were
• 4 3 (.4 45
Cash in treasury ...................
282,!«ifi.:,7 j
drowned ..... The London T'imen publish* s a false teeth, which are now in his stomA F ort Buford dispatchsays Sitting
Bvz— Western ................... .
« (3 63
Debt less cash In treasury........ f 2,033. VU3,fi. 0 •eyiew of agricultural prospects. Tne bay and i ach. He at first tried to hold them in Po hk— Mess ..................
8 85 (gi 9 I'd
Bull was present and directed the tight with Increaseduring July .................6,i44;,;i41 o>her fodder crops throngbopt England and
LaK!) .................
| th® throat, but did not meet with much
CUUKKNT LMlilUTlKS.
Wales are many millions of pounds short of
Miles on the 15th of July, and one of his brothCHICAGO.
success. Soon after swallowingthe
Interest due and unpaid .............
4.f*0l.6i(2 the average va'uo. The worth of the barley is
ers was killed.
Beeves— Choice Grad-d Steers.... 4 65 @5 25
IVbt on whO-h interest has ceased.
7b,7:.7560
Dearer £5 o £0 lea* than tho pounds per aero teeth he spit up a little blood. For
Co»s and Hellers ....... 2 -10 (u 3 50
A whole family, consistingof E. P, interestthereon ......................2.li;i.2-J4 of average value in o'heryears.
Medium to Fait ......... 3 80 (5 4 2n
some time he was in great pain. OpiGold and sliver certificates ............ Ibjwi 550
Hoos .......................
I^sueur, wife, and two children, were recently United state* notes held for redtinp3 111 ^ 8 75
: ates were given him, but it required the
Flui-ii—Fancy White Winter Ex. 1 5 50 id, Ci (XI
^ 1,ghtuiapwd tilled,at Rochester, tion oj cerilfleates of deposit....... 40.330.000
Good
to Choice HiiriiigEx 4 on (g 4 75
strength
of
several
powerful
men
XT
-----Cash balance available Aug. 1, lb79.. 18S»S,3ft A (Jreat Discover) in Bridge Building,
Wheat— No. 2 Sprit}' ............. 87 (<J 88
M We have madH
keeP llm Q’11®!DOM- ranch betNo. 3 Spring ...........
78
Solomon Senn, proprietor of an iron
ToUI .............................
. 2.'2,!KJ6,2I3
C011N— No. 2 .........
which
every
railroad
or
bridge
builder
J”’
RUid
,huffers
,,ufc
Uttle
Pain*
0f
AVA1LAULK
Ab-KTH.
foundry in Chicago, quarreled with Conrad
Oath- No. 2 ........
tary
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Cash In treasury....................$ 2S2.0U6.278
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a

in the West ought to kuow about ’ la d '
uunDaturf1 feel* lire: No. 2 ......
‘*\v»>..»
lug about the stomach. He eats heartily Bahi.ey— No. 2 ................
70
the engineer.“What is it?” I asked.
called his employer a liar. Senn became great- Bonds issued to the Pacific Railroad
and digests his food well. His diet con- utter Choice CroanH'ry......... 13
16
Companies,interest payable in lawly enraged, drew a pistol and shot Engleman
“ Well, we used to try to drive the piles,
Boon- Fresh .........
ful money: Principaloutstanding.^ 64,623,512
sists principally of coarse food.
Woogh to be.d, kil.iug him. Th.
Pohk—
Mess
..........
hut
discovered that we could sink
8 00 (dp 8 25
Interestaccmed and not yet paid .....
823.117
the result will be cannot
be told. Laud ...........
tiieu drew a kni e from his pocket, and, plung- Interestpaid by the United States....
5«
them
better by hydruu icr. That is, we
43.712 450
MILWAUKEE.
ing the sharp blade into his neck, severedthe Interest repaid by trauaportaUon
of
Instances are
record where teeth Wheat— No. 1 ...........
now
place
a
ste*l
host;
ou
the
lower
end
1 04 0 1 15
jugular vein, and died almost instantly.Both
mails, etc .......................
12,596,(163
have passed out. It may be necessarv
No. 2 ........ ...111;;;;;;; 88 <<5 811
men were Germans.
Balance ot interest paid by the United
of the pile, then start the engine, and
Corn—
No. 2 ...............
84 id 85
to cut through the lining of the stom..........................
81.118,897 the stream of water tears
the sand
Late advices from Gen. Miles give
25
26
in
that
way.
Hyk No. ..............
Information is received by the Se- and gravel, and the pile drops of its own
an account of a visit to his camp by Maj.
61
Again, they may pass down into the in- Uaulvv— No. 2 .................... 60
cret Service Division of the Treasury Depart- weight fifteen feet into the ground.
ST. LOUIS.
Wabb, of the Dominion mounted police, with
testines and have to be out out froiii
00
ment, at Washington,that photographic 45 Once there, nothing can move it. Now]
Wheat— No. 2 Red Fail ............ 1*5
Iking Dog, one of Witting Bull’s chiefs. The
there. He is able to be up moat of the Corn— Mixed ..... ................. 82 (C| ?3
visitors assured Miles that the whole of the notes on the Globe NationalBank, of Boston, t d-t is the way to place piles in the
22
(jj
23
Oath-LNo.
2 ............
..........
time.
Dedham NationalBank, likes and rivers out
h os tiles, numbering from ft.OiK)to 8,000, have Mass (tetter
4H
Wnv, with
Rye ...............................47
IT WAS THl^CAT.
moved to a point about eighty miles north of of Dedham, Mass, (letter D>, have made their this discovery* I can bridge a river as
pork— Heaa ......................8 75 1 S 86
[From tho N-w Y„rk Tribune. l
Lard ..............................
the boundary, and intend to make a permanent appearance at 8an Francisco.
cheaply as I can make the same distance
settlementthere They promise to remain at
I have always supposed that the story
96
of elevatedrailroad.
mote suspen- that cats were addicted to the habit of Wheat .............. . .............
.psaoe, rttnrn stolen pro; arty, aud abstain from
Cons .............. ...I.-;.......... 89 (<$ 411
steamship Arizona arrived at sion bridges, except over high streams,
uuuting buffalo ou ih s side of the line, unless
....... 28
.31
sucking the breath of persons while Oats ......
they are authorizedto do so under the super- Qnbenstown, Ireland, on the 29th ult, having
Hyk ............ A ........ ........
6*»
after this; no more Howe- truss bridges,
vtaion of American
sleeping, where they could get access to Fonz— M«m .......................
6 6U 1$ 8 ,5
made the passage from New York in the re- either. Why -d can br\dgk the Missthe apartment, was nothing hut a nurs- Ladd .............................. 6*<$
markable time of soren days, eight hours and
SOUTH.
4
issippi for 1100,000 with a bridge that
ery fiction with which to frightenchil- Wukat— Amber Michigan .........
eight mimres— the fastest time on record...
@ 1 uo
were fourteen new cases of Minister Kaseon, who has been absent from will look like pi**ce of iron lace hanging
No. 9 Red ................ 1 U0 0 1 01
dren from the practice of taking pet
yeUow fever and ous Heath at Memphis on the Austrian Couit for two months past ’on in theair.— JVfcu,’ York Correspondence. cats to bed with them ; but a case in Cons— No. 2 ..................... 87 ($ ss
Oat.-No. t ....................... 27
28
the 81st ult. No additionalcasee were re- leave of absence,ssiled from New York in the
Engleman, one of his workmen, and the latter
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ported at New Orleans. At Havana, Cuba,
,the,.w®rk ®ndiuR July SM> there were
117 deaths from yellow fever.

John Cole and Burnet Gordon,
fanners, neighbirs and brothers-in-law, visited Frankfort,Ky., the other day, aud, meeting

steamer Bothnia,oo his return, la»t week ....
There is a bottle of wine over 1,800
Philip St. Pierre and George Barrow, aeameo*
of the steamer St. Lawrence, were drowned a> years old that will be opened shortly on
(Juoliecby falling into the river, the deck-rail the anniversary of the destruction of
having broken.
Pompeii. It was dug out of the ruins,

The New York

the year 79. At
correspondenttelegraphsthat “ the progressof the cheapest possible pnee, the cost of
***»“* Mpuk about a standing events in the politicalworld of Mexico dnring it* if invested at comi>ouQd interest,
difficultybetween them in regard to dealings
the ensuing few mouths will be well worth would by this time exceed our national
in stock. Angry words followed; when both
watching Indeed,some very important news debt.
k

W 0

.

There

°n

......

0
m

Herald.’*

Washington where

it has lain since

point has just come under my notice,
with which I thought it would be well
to acquaintyour reader** to guard them
against a similar occurrence. A young
lady of my acquaintance, residing in
Bedford avenue, Brooklyn, was awakened hv-t week, during the night, in an
almost exhansted and stranglingcondition, with just ‘sufficient consciousness

to throw from her
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The manager of the Xanfmie From 1878 on
|

(newspaper) has been sentenced to

SABBATH READING.

the imports fell oflf; but

continued till
four months’ imprisonment and to pay 1875, when the foreign debt reached
a fine of 4,000 francs for publishing $2,043,000,000 as estimated by Mr.
false news

and

libeling public func-

I

the export of securities

Brown. From

Ultima Verltaa.
In the hitter wivee of vro«i
Bekten and towed about
By the sullen winds that blow
From the desolateahorea of dofcbt-

this point it has steadily

When the anebors that faith had cast

'increased.

tionaries.

I

United? States ^en^tok Booth, of

Gen. Donald

McLeod, whq

recently

California*expresses the Opinion that died at Cleveland,Ohio, in his 100th
neither Grant nor Sherman will be the year, has had a long and eventfirl his-

I

I

and that Grant’s friends will help to navy, and *rns soon transferredto the
nominate him..
army. He fought through the Peninsular

Vaudeville Theater,and Manager Gunn,
of the Dublin Theater Royal, got hilariously drunk at a hotel on Adelphi Terrace,

London, and

ran a race

on an

I

the United States

He

know

that passion needs
The leash of a sober mind;
know that gen rons deeds
Some aure reward will tind:

^

V,.?

v-.

i

1

put away like a cloud, and his trans-

part in

subse-

A woman at Greenburg, Ind., was
thought she did; so she put her neck
into a noose, stepped off a chair, taking

where

a company of United

troops,

under Scott, chased him from

He

has lived there

peacefully and quietly since. He was

sharp knife in

love Uiat la better than fate;

“My Mother’s Been Praying.”
In February,1861, a terrible gale
raged along the coast of England. In
one bay, Hartlepool,it wrecked eightyone vessels. While the storm was at

subsequently pardoned by Great
her hand. The choking left her no
Britain. Only a few months ago, he its height, the Rising Sun, a stout brig,
longer in doubt that she still desired
struck on Longrear rock, a reef extendcelebratedhis golden wedding. Soon
ing a mile from one side of the bay.
to live, and she hastily cut the rope
after his wife died, and now hehaJbeen She sunk, leaving only her two topabove her head.
placedjby her side.

masts above the foaming waves.
The lifeboats were away, rescuing

Bombay, with a population of 650,000 and an average to the square mile
exceeding London, is the second city

Prague, the Bohemian capital, can wrecked crews. The only means of
saving the men clinging to the swaying
boast of two murderers of unsurpassed
masts was the rocket apparatus. Before
recklessness,brothers named Bondra. it could be adjusted, one mast fell*
in the British empire in point of numThese men, having beaten their sister Just as the rocket, bearing the life-line,
bers. The average death rate for the
Anna, who was in the employ of Joseph went booming out of the mortar, the
past five years has been about the same
other mast toppled over.
Report, a cloth merchant, were arrested
Sadly the rocket-men began to draw
as London. The people are tall, thin
on the latter’s complaint,and sentenced in their line, when, suddenly, they felt
and stately in appearance,with fine, into three days’ imprisonment. They de- that something was attached to it, and
telligenteyes. The city stands on an
termined to have a bloody vengeance. in a few minutes hauled on to the beach
island, joined by an embankmentto
the apparently-lifeless body of a sailor
On the 27th of last month they entered
the mainland.
boy. Trained and tender hands worked,
Report’sshop, armed with revolvers and and in a short time he became conThe mercantile failures in Engjand dirks, closed and locked the doors, and scious.
With wild amazement,he gazed
during the first half of 1879 numbered then began a madly ferocious assault
around on the crowd of kind and symupon
the
startled
inmates.
In
the
shop
8,900. During the whole of 1878 the
pathizingfriends.They raised h.iQ to his
failures numbered 15,950, and during at the time were Report, his wife and feet. He looked up into the weatherinfant child, Anna Bondra, the sister of beaten face of the old fisherman near
1877, 11,022. Commenting on the reports
the murderers, Johann, another broth- him, and asked
of these failuresthe London Times says
“ Where am I?”
that in two chief industriesthere are er, and William Landshut, a journey“ Thou art here, my lad.’’
signs that the suffering has been severe. man workman. Johann Bondra received
:

The

failures in the cotton and the iron twenty-one shot and stab wounds,

months have of them mortal; Anna Bondra was shot
due proportion. in the side, and her head was cut and

trades during the past six

been

in

excess of their

many

“

Where’s the Cap’n ? ”

“

Drcwned, mv lad.”
The mate, then?”

“

:

.

./i

•

Lord

is

degrees.

before.

stars,

When the night unlocks her bars
I shall see Him, and I will wait.
Kkv. Washington Gladden.

States

Detroit to Cleveland,where he was hidden by his friends.

Is a

,

A Blisbpield machinist has built a
cloud. Union to
a consolationof the road eugine that will climb an incline
|
most abiding order— it is, in fact, “ever- of 45
lasting consolation.”—Npurpeon.
Deer are reported to be more plentiful in Marquette county this season
How Cain Got His Wife.
than ever
,,

And fierce though the fiendsmay fight,
And long though the angels hide,
I know that truth and right
Have the unlver.e on their aide;
And that somewhe-e,beyond the

Lansing. vui

gressions like a thick

the risen

as-

not sure that she wished to die, but

a

i

'

In the darkest night of the year,
When the stars have all gone out,
That courage ! betterthan fear.
That faith is truer than doubt;

quently removed to Canada, and was
phalt Ipavement. Mackay fell, hurting
one of the leaders in the rebellion of
himself so seriously that his life was
1837, where he obtained the title of
endangered,and possibly disfiguring
General of rebel forces. A price was
him for life.
put on his head. He fled to America,

the precaution to hold

r

;

That the givers shall Increase;
That duty lighU the way
For the beautiful feet of peace;

in the war of 1812;

the battle of Waterloo.

that right la right

fail

That the rulera must obey:

fought against

went back to Europe, and took

know

JL

war in the army of Sir John Moore;

come to America and

Are (IrAKKingin the Kale.
quieUy holding fast
To th« things that cannot

am

1 hat.it is not good to lie;
That lore is twtter than spite,
And a neighbor than a spy.

next Republican nominee for Presi- tory. A schoolmate of Lord Byron’s,
dent, but that Blaine will be the man,
he enlisted at an early age in the British

Manager Mackay, of the London

greesand his diplomas cannot cheer at the foot of the tree growling and
him. Or should his soul become a prey , clawing. The cries of the girl were
to despondency, he may turn over many 1 heard by two hunters who were passing
a learned tome before he. will find a
near by, who came to her rescue. When
balm for a broken heart. All earth- within shooting distwlee, both loaded
born consolations are, in their essence, their guns, and at a given wpr4 fired.
fleeting,and, in1 their existence, short- The bear fell dead. The hunters then
lived. They are brilliantand evanes- bade the frightened girl to come down
cent as the rainbow hues of a soap from the tree, and they accompanied
bubble. But as to the consolations God her home. The bear weighed 210
gives to His people, they fade not pounds.— For far’s Lake (Pa.) Cor. New
neither do they lose their freshness. York Sun.
r
They can stand all tests— the shock of
trial, the flames of persecution, the
MICHIGAN NEWS.
lapse of years ; nay, they can even endure death itself. What is this “everJackson city has reaped $6,726 in
lasting consolation?” It includes a
iquor taxes this year.
sense of pardoned sin. A Christian
There is a bed of coal forty feet beman has received in his heart the witlow the State Agricultural College at
ness of the Spirit that his iniquities are

“He’s drowned, too.”

The crew ? ”
“ They are all lost,
“

A few years ago, says Harper’s Magazine, while the Alabama and Chattanooga railroad was in progress of construction, it was a favorable field for
colored preachers to labor and take up
collections “for de spread ob de gospel.” Among these a frequent visitor
was old Father Helms, from Tennessee,
whose vivid eloquence and practical
“spounding ob de Sacred Word” were
attentively listened to by large congregations of the sable race, with no small
delegation of interestedwhite Usteners
upon the outskirts. Upon one occasion, assembled in a lovely Alabama
grove, he addressed his congregation
thus:

“Ladies and gentlemen ob my beloved congregation— Havin' cotched a
bad cold de odder evenin’, I shan’t attempt to preach to ver dis Sabbath
mornin’,but will read a chapter from
de Bible, and spound it as I go along.”
He then read the fourth chapter of
Genesis,after which he continuedhis
remarks : “De odder evenin’ I tuk for
my ,tex’ de tragedy in de gardin’ ob
Eden— de killin’ ob Abel and de cuss
and drivin’ out ob Cain. And after 'fle
sermon one ob yer smart young darkies
— one ob dese yer thin-skinned,saleratus complexionedniggers— steps up to
me, and says he, ‘Fader Helms, yer disremembered to tell ns who Mr. Cain
married down in the land ob Nod; was
it his mudder?’ Dere was a grinnin’
crowd oh no count, triflin’ niggers wid
him, and I ’spected at oncedatde white
folks had sent him up to ax de question. I was so overcome with a sense
ob de sinfulness and great ’sumption
ob sinners, bofe white and black, dat I
could say nuffin. I hod nuffin to say.
I tuk de question under prayerfulconsideration, an’ ae answer were made
plain. I’m gwine to spound dat part ob
de Scripterto yer. Who Cain’s wife
was, and whar he got her, is plain to de
all-seeing eye ob faith. In the gardin’
ob Eden Cain raised right smart ob
craps and gardin’ truck and rich. But
after de slewing ob his Christian brudder Abel, we don’t read ob his workin’
no mo’. He ink his gun and dogs and
went down into dat sleepy, lazy, no-

A man named Richard Eddy was
buried alive in the Jacksou Iron mine,
Marquette county.

The Lutherans

of

East Saginaw have

laid the corner stone of a $15,000 parochial school house.

James Rockwell and wife were
seriously injured and their child killed,

near Waterford, by

a

runaway team.

The survivors of the Fifteenth Michigan infantrywill have a reunion at
Deerfield, Lenawee county, Aug. 14.
Albert G. Earles real-estateowner
of Lansing, has made an assignment to
S. L. Kilbourne. Liabilities, $4,900.
Jackson people are deriving much
comfort from the opinion of Congressman McGowan that they are entitled to
•

free mail delivery.

The Kalamazoo assessment roll

foots

up:

Real estate, $3,337,180;personal,
$1,129,510;total, $4,466, 690-a considerable increase over last year.

Mus. Clough, wife of the Telagoo
missionary, in British India, has returned to this country and will settle in
Kalamazoo to educate her children.

A year ago Mrs. John Truesdale, of
Troy, submitted to the removal of her
right breast, for cancer, and last week
the left breast was taken for the same
cause.

A Jackson dog of the female persuasion recentlydied and was given a
funeral — casket, flowers, evergreens,
carriagesand friends followingthe remains for a free ride.
Two

convicts,

named Welch and

Scott, escaped from prison at Jackson a

few days ago. They were working outside, and took to the woods, but were
recaptured.

In both cf them failures for 1878 were beaten to a jelly; Report and his wife
my lad ; thou art
George Dobbie, while playing near
more numerous than for 1877. In spite were both badly wounded, and not even the only one saved.”
powder
magazines outside Marquette,
The boy stood, overwhelmed, for a
of these clearances the failures for 1879 their child was spared, its skull being
fired a brush heap, exploding a keg of
low
moments;
then
he
raised
both
his
crushed by blows from the buttq of the
have been more numerous still.
powder hidden there. He has since
hands, and cried in a loud voice
revolvers. The least hurt was Landdied. The powder was secreted there
“ My mother’s been praying for me
According to the census of 1870, the shut, who, having received a shot in the My mother’s been praying for me ! ”
by powder-magazinethieves.
total valuation of real and personal hip, sprung from a window into the
And then he dropped on his knees on
Hon. D. E. Filer, after a two-weeks’
illness attended with intense suffering,
property in the United States was over yard, and theie lay bleeding. An in- the wet sand, and hid his sobbing face
in his hands.
died at Ludingtou last week. Mr. Filer
$30,000,000,000, an increase of $14,000,- tensely excited crowd, having forced the
Hundreds heard that day this tribute
has been for the past twenty years iden000 on the census of I860. The census doors, found the murderous brothers
to a mother’s love, and to God’s faithcount section ob Nod, and loafed tified with the lumber intereststhere,
of 1880 will, it is believed, show a total still furiously engaged with their savage fulness in listening to a mother’s
aroun’ dat country ; an’ havin’ lost all where, by his close attention and thorvalue of nearly $50,000,000,000.Recent work, one of them hammering with a prayers.
ob his self-respec’ and pride ob family ough knowledge of the business,he
The little fellow was taken to a house and state, de nex’ we hear ob him he amassed a large fortune. For eight
writers in England estimate the total revolver butt at the skull of his dying
near by, and in a few days he was had got so low down an’ triflin’ dat he years he has held the position of Presivalue of property in Great Britain at sister. The murderers received the
sent home to his mother’s cottage in married a gal ob one ob dose no- count, dent of the Pere Marquette Lumber
$42,000,000,000.While a French writer crowd with shots from their revolvers, Northumberland.
poor, white-trash families which de in- Company.
claims the widest margin for inaccuracy wounding five persons. The police resA correspondentwriting from Keespired ’postle didn’t consider fittin’to
The Sallor’itDeath-Grip.
wenaw
county in referenceto an article
in these estimates, it is plainly evident cued them with the greatest difficulty
mention in de Holy Word.”
on
silver in the copper deposits of Lake
The
words
“grip,”
“lay
hold,”
“tenacThe
reverend
“spounder”
gazed
that the United States is already en- from the enraged multitude.
ity,” are expressive of physical force around upon his admixing congregation Superior,makes the startling statement
titled to the front rank, if not the first
and moral resoluteness. A boy who with an air of triumph, and a brother that during the active mining career of
A Dreadful Boy to Hare Around.
place among the nations in actual
would be a thorough merchant is told struck up the hymn, “Whar, oh whar the Cliff over $300,000 worth of silver
The Bangor Commercial reports the to “lay hold” of correct business habits am de Hebrew chillen?”
was filched from the mine! He says he
wealth, while it is but just entering
discovery of a wonderful boy, 10 years and principles. He who desires to grow
can
name several persons who now enupon the most rapid developmentof its
old, son of Ool. Fuller, formeriy Post- up a good man must “grip” certaiu
Across the Continent on Foot.
joy a comfortable competencyobtained
resources.
master at Bangor. Here are a few of moral ideas. The force of these words
Leon Peter Federmeyer, the French- through purchasing the stolen metal.—
his remarkablefeats : He can, in an may be illustrated by an incident.
man who started Dec. 8, 1878, from Sun Houghton Gazette.
Great Britain has on the stocks two average of five seconds, tell the day of
“I was once sailing by the Island of Francisco to New York, wheeling tt
The saw-mill, shingle-mill,shinglesteel-clad ships-of-warwhich are to be the week upon which any particular Cuba,” said a sea-Captain, “when I was wheelbarrow, against Lyman Potter, for shed, and store building, together with
the costliest ever built, the estimate date in any year of this century fell. startled by the cry, 'Man overboard !’ A $1,500 a side, arrived at 5 o’clock this goods and 100,000 feet of lumber at
He never forgets a date. Among other sailor, at work in the forecastle, had morning, making the journey in seven Wells Station, on the Mackinaw branch
for building each, without armament,
things he can tell instantly when each fallen into the ocean. Seizing a rope, I months and sixteen days. Federmeyer of the Michigan Central, owned by
being $5,000,000;about one-third the President w’aa born, when inaugurated,
threw it to the drowning man just as he left Potter on the 15th of January at Thomas Neater, of East Saginaw,
entire sum yearly appropriated for the how long he served and when he died. passed the ship’s stern. He caught it.
Babble mountain, Potter not being able burned the other day. The fire caught
American navy. Each vessel will He can tell where he himself was and
“Making a slip-noose, I slid it down to keep up with the pace and endurance in the shingle department, and went
what doing on any specified day of the to the struggling sailor, directing him of the lively and wiry Frenchman. like a flash. The saw-mill was three
mount four guns, measure 9.100 tons,
last two years. He knows all about to pass it under his arms. He was Federmeyer was never sick during the
years old, and had a capacity of 40,000
and run sixteen miles an hour. They the Bible, even to the number of verses
drawn on board, but such was his death- entire journey, and has kept a diary feet of lumber per day. It was valued
are to be plated with sixteen inches of in each chapter of several of the books; grip on the rope, caught as the ship was
tilled with signaturesof Postmasters of at $12,000 ‘ insured for $6,00D. But for
steel, but their lines had scarcely been he can give the substance of any verse sailing by, that it took two hours before cities through which he passed. He a change in the wind 4,000,000 feet of
in any chapter of any book; tell just his grasp relaxed so that it conld be re- went to the City Hall this afternoonand lumber would have been destroyed. The
liiid down before a conical Whitworth
where any event is describedand where leased from his hands. The strands made an affidavit before the Commis- amount bnrned was worth $1,500, and
bolt of chilled steel had been sent
any scripture name is mentioned. He were imbedded in the flesh.”
sioners of Deeds of having accomplished was covered by insurance.
through a steel plate twenty-fourinches is equally at home with the hymn
That sailor’s death-grip illustrates the entire journey on foot. Federmeyer
The Atlantic Coast Pilot, published
thick ; and by the time these steel-clads books, being able to tell on what page Paul’s meaning when he bade Timothy is 41 years of age, and was bom in
bv
the United States Coast Survey, exare built the money they cost will any hymn in the Moody and Sankey “lay hold on eternal life.”
Lyons, France. He is a well koit, musplains the origin of the deep holes riong
and other collections is to be found.
cular man, of medium height, and all
prove to have been thrown away. The
Everlanting CoiiKoladon.
One evening somebody told him that
bronzed from the sun. He looked the New Jersey coast, some distance out
only consolationfor the American navy
at sea. , Of these “mud holes,” as they
twice fcwo was four and that was multi“Consolation!” There is music in the hearty, and in good spirits. His wheelis that we don’t throw away as much plication. He did not know it before,
are termed, nine are known to naviword. Like David’s harp, it charms barrow weighs one hundred and thiitygators, the deepest and the furthest out
but
the
next
morning
at
the
breakfast
money as the English do on naval nonaway the spirit of melancholy. It was three pounds. He is a widower, and
being the 145-fathom hole, eighty-three
table
he
repeated
the
whole
table.
sense, although we squander too much.
a distinguishedhonor to Barnabas to be proposes to visit his sister in Europe,
Fractions and the addition, multiplica- called “the son of consolation.” Nay, and will then give exhibitions. He is miles southeast of Sandy Hook lightship. The remarkabledepressions,as
tion and division of them are his pasit is one of the illustriousnames of a willing to undertake to wheel a wheelthe Pilot pointed out, have the look of
The present foreign indebtedness of time, and the big dictionary furnishes
greater than Barnabas, for the Lord barrow through everv country on the
having been originallya continuation
the United States is placed by Willard him with light reading for many hours Jesus is “the consolation of Israel.” continent.—ATeu? York.Herald.
seaward of the Hudson river valley.
of his leisure.— Boston Advertiser.
“Everlasting consolation.” (2 Thes. ii.
Brown, in an articlein Harper’s MagThey were in all probability scooped out
Treed by a Bear.
azine, t at $1,649,000,000. This es- A Brass Parasol Top in a Child’s Throat. 16.) Here is the cream of all, the spikeby the river being forced
. to run tnroi
rough
nard very precious, for the eternity of
Lucy Eirkbam, aged 11v jewp^oi narrow gorges. Several
timate is reached by taking this
of these gorges
A little cliild of Mr. George Minton comfort is the crown aiftl glory of it.
Brooklyn, N. Y, bnt Spending the ram- can still be traced running parallel with
indebtednessas reported in 1869 at spit from his mouth, after severe spell
This makes an estate worth having, mer srith her uncle two miles northwest
....
,
thb New Jersey coast. Ill fact’ the
$1,130,000,000, made up of $695,000,000 of coughing, one day last week, a brass when a man may hold its fee simple of this place, had ajvery narrow escape gouudings along the coast would seem
top off the handle of a parasol. It had in perpetuityforever. A man works to
of Government bonds and $435,000,000
indicAte that the whole coast line
been exactly three years and ten months make money, and after toiling hard he
of other securities, and estimating its since the child had, as was supposed,
s ago was many miles seaward of its
finds himself the owner of it, and it is uncWs cows oat it the woodst^totaii, v)0H
isiiiou to-day ; that then the Hndqou
yearly increase by studying the course swallowed it. During all this time the a consolationto him; but it is not an
and as she was about to return home
river entered the ocean at least 100 miles
of trade. The year 1869 is selected as little fellow had been a constant but everlasting consolation, for he may lose she heard a noise in the thicket. She
southeastof its present' month, and that
patient sufferer,as the brass top, which or he may spend all his treasure, or he
stopped,and looking in the direction of
starting point because it is, in Mr.
was something in the shape of a ring, may be compelled to leave ii It can- the noise, her eyes beheld a large black the whole continent has since subsided,
Brown’s opinion, the last for which ac- was closely fitted over the wind-pipe.
the sea encroaching further and further
not be, at best, more than a temporary bear coming toward her. She uttered
inland,
as the country graduallysank.
curate reports exist. In 1873 he cal- The child is now perfectly relieved.— consolation.
a scream and started to run. Brain
culates that this indebtedness had in- Sparta (Ga.) Independent.
A man toils hard for knowledge. He gained on her, and, seeing no chance for
Never witness a tear with apathy or
acquires
it; he becomes an eminent escape, the terrifiedgirl climbed a indifference. Words, looks, actions,
creased to $1,882,670,000. This increase
Hard speech between those who have scholar; his name is famous — this is a small sapling, which, owing to its small may be artificial ; bnt a tear is unequivwas principally due to an excess of imloved is hideous in the memory, like consolationto him for all his toil Bat circumference,the bear was unable to ocal; it comes direct from the heart,
ports over exports amounting in the the sight of greatnessand beauty sunk it cannot last long; for when he feels
ascend. The girl screamed at the top and speaks at once the language of
ten years preceding to $926,000,000. into vice and rags.
the headache or the heartache his de- of her voice, while the animal remained truth, nature, and sincerity.
:

!

;

'

.

.

,

IPMNRM1L

~

,

drop into

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

it

without atirncting attention,

one begins to

realize the vastness of Ids

country and the littleness of the

Saturday, August 9. 1879/
SIGNS

or

men who

govern and direct it.”

Bcgtu

ntPBOVSJUNT.

Certificates.

FOR BARGAINS
J

It it no vile dragged stuff pretending to be
Thertare at length seYeral unmlitak- made of wonderful roots, barks, &c., and
able sigm of trade improYeraedt. The puffed up by long bogus certificates of pretended miraculous cures, but a simple,
most importantare: The splendid crops
pure, effective medicine, made of well
of wheat and oats now being gathered, not known valuable remedies, that furnish
only in the Northwest, but in the South its own certificate by its cures. We refer
and Southwest, and also in the East; a to Hop Bitters, the purest and best of med-

CHEAP CASH STORE

icines.

splendid hay crop, saYed generally' in
prime condition; and the promising looks

.of the corn, barley, and root crops.
ItMituinnt forni.
Coupled with these is the European lookout, which indicates a more than usually
Don't you forget that the Pessink Bros.
largo demand from Western Europe for Keep the finest 5 cent smokers In the city.
If you don’t believe it, the “Doctor’sPreour wheat, corn, and provisions. The scription” cigar will prove it. 25-2w
fact that the

E. J. H-A.E,E,I3Sra-T03Sr,

manufacturinginterest of the

country generally

is

improving

The

finest kind of white shirts ever
brought to this town are now for sale at
E. J. Harrington. The bosoms and cutfs
are 4-ply, and the body of the finest fabric,
at 75 cents. *

encouraging indication of recuperation.
The mills and machine shops at the East,
as a rule, are

A

500 pieces of fast colored prints at 6c.

also an

is

THE

GO TO

working up to full force of

ductioo in

eason.

Goods

all Dress

big re-

Suits $3.00 Ua$7.00.

for the balance of the

to be sure, are yet

caded Dress Goods 15c, formerly

low, yet

25c

Dexier Suit-

Linnen Dusters, Ulsters and

vance in prices generally, which

is

past six months.

sure to

Rer. H. Niterwyk,Mr. Jacob Van der Veen and

were 4,058, against 5,825 for the same
period in

while the

.1870,

Mlsa Wilhelmina R. Slenk, both of this city.

l

from $189,000,000to $65,000,000.
The number is less during any six months
fallen

ffathsi.

In my Grocery DepartmentI

still

keep

the

beet 40c and 50c Japan Tea In the City; also a fine

variety. Ladies’ Hoisery from 5c up

line

to

65c per

have also 60 pairs Ladies’ Serge Shoes

I

of Sugars, Coffees, Spices, Candles and

Cigars.

to be closed out at $1.00 per pair. 40 pairs

3

marked in plain figures and war-

Sheeting Bleached and Unbleachediu endless

pair.

have

liabilities

assortment

ranted just as represented.

in all grades aud prices from 25c to 90c per yard.

1879, by the Rev. C. Van der V«en, aeslsted by

During that period they

.

VA11 goods

$2.50 Silk Serge In the city. Linen Tablecloths

come. There is also a large decreasein VAN DER VEEN-SLENK-At the residence of
the brlde’e parents, on Thursday, Angnat 7th.
the number of business failures for the

a fine

of Straw and Felt Hals.

In Parasols we offer the best value in $2.00 and

pparrird.

the ad

they must advance in time, with

Worsted Suit at $7.50

Suits at $3.50 and $4.50.

ings 8c, formerly 12c.

not so low as at this time last year; but

flue

and a fine all wool suit for $11.00. Boy’s School

All wool suiting 25c, formerly35c. Bro-

1

labor. Wages,

A

and Mackeral. I am

Salt white-fish,Trout

Misses’ Button Kid Shoes to be sold at $1.00, and

still

selling White Lime at $1.00 per Barrel.

•

of a year since 1878.

COLLINS— In

But one of
the times
rates of

the most flattering signs of

1879,

case in

New York, but

August 1st,

Eastern Salt at $1.25. Lath and Shingles,
always on hand.

Ready made Clothing cheaper

selling

than any House on the east shoie. Men’s Cotton
city, on

Corn, Oats and Potatoes, wanted.

Monday, Auguit 4th,

Marla Steketee, wife of the la'e Jan Steketee. at
the a|e of 66 years, 11 months and 16 days.

not yet In Chicago.

I am

Inga L.. oldest daughter of Mr. and Mrs.

is the demand tor labor at higher
L. Collins.
wages. In many of the great 8TEKETEE— In this

building is increasing. This is the

cities

this city, on Friday,

the finest $2.50 Men’s Calf Boot in the city.

Eighth Street,

Holland, Michigan

In Chicago building was overdone last
year because of the cheapnessof material,

lutvertismrnti

consequentlythis year's demand had been
RADICAL

discounted. This checks building there

The Largest Wheat

present. In New York city, on the 1st
of this month 961 buildings were in

TO CONSUMPTIVES.

US! LEUMEAnWHUE

THE

In the World.

The advertiser,having ^een permanently cured
of that dread dlseaeu, Consumption, by a dimple
remedy. Is anxiousto make known to hie fellowBuffereretho means of cure. To all who deelre It,
he will send a copy of tho prescription used, (free
of charge,) with the directions for preparing and
nslng the same, which thev will nnd a suto cure
for Consumption, Asthma. Bronchitis, Ac.
Parties wishing the presflrlption,will please

at

1879.

FOR FALL

SOWING.

1879.

PASTIUF

YflGINAL

progress, as against 715 at the same period

year. There

last

is a gain-

in the money Now

value in the proportionto the difference

To every subscbibkrto

between $12,000,000and $8,000,000. In

a

much

Chicago the demand for houses is

Of

for

ANTING, A.

Vf

G.. Physician and Surgeon;

labor in town and country at higher *vl

office at residence near (Jraafrchap, Allegan
county, Mich.
26-ly.

wages, which

is the very surest indication

STRAYED

that at length the country is rising out of
the late, long and disastrousdepression.

The

was a very

last

0>R

STOLEN.

A BAY MARE, about

excursion of the Odd-Fellows from

Grand Rapids on Tuesday

P of IlarrU, »fX*r miiiT pir.of »iw!j ai.:cdbr ehem-

address,

al-

l-26w

three years old; ordinary
size; strayed from the barn of J. Alberti,on
Thursday afternoon. Any one furnishing any Informationthat will lead to her discovery will get
his expensespaid. Apply to thp bam of

pleasantaffair, although the number that

J.

ALBERTI.

Hollanb, Augnst 8, 3879.

came per railroad was not as large as we
were led to anticipate.However, there
were plenty to make a merry time.
Among the number we noticed Mr. A. M.

aXMADx

WOMEN ~
^MAIDENS'
•

was

many

'

^

LEUCORRHEA,

Hillsdale College.
Instruction thorouch. Good moral and religion)
inlluences. Exininsca very low. Tuition In th«

the

special effort of some to promote fun

Acadi-mlc Department only 91.00 per term
Moro than fifty young men aro now In attendant
whoso board, roo;u-ront and incidentals do not
cost them over $74 a year.
Five Departments,— Academic, Theological
Commercial,Art and Music. In thn Academic foul

which was a feature of the afternoon.
Our attention was called to a young doctor, being so smitten with a handsome
young lady from Grand Rapids that an
engagementwas nominallyentered into.
(The invitations to the wedding will be

courses,— Clossi''al.Scientific.Philosophical, an<
Normal ; besides Elective Studies and Preparatory
Courses. Beautifullocation,and lino new bulla
ings. bixtecn Instructors.Fall Term commence!
Bent. n. For CataloguesBond to

issued hereafter.) Tim towboat Twilight

XOBTGAGE SALE.
pvEFAULT having been made in

a large scow, fitted up for

the pur-

Pres. D. W. C.

DIKII, or C. B. IlLLS, Sefy
Hillsdale, Mich.

.I

_

A-..

1

ii

-

i

1

1

Forks,

‘.‘For fits, sinking

MO.

“)500 will bo paid
for a case that Hop
Bitters will not cure
or help.*’

spells, dizziness,
palpitation and low
spirits, rely on Hop

U

day of Ootoher. next, (1879) at two o'clock in
the afternoon, at the front doer of the Court
oarsman. It was a pleasant boat-ridemid House, (the place of holdingthe Circuit Conn) in
picnic, and the whole party arrived back the city of Grand Haven In said county of Ottawa,
of his countryman— Hnnlon, the famous

‘

builds up, strengthens and cures con-

1

tinuallyfrom the

I

first dose."

I
.

“Fair skin, ro«y

ful? Then use
Bitters.

cheeks and

the
sweetest breath In
Hop Bitters.”

;
;

Hop
“Kidneyiand Urinary complaints of
all kinds permanently cured by Hop
Bitters.”

the con-

them.

of September
A, D. 1879, ®t one o’clockIn the afternoonof
said dny, at the front door of the Ottawa County
Circuit Court House, in the city of Grand Haven,
in said county of Ottawa,(said court house being
the building iu wjjlch the circuit court for the
county of Ottawa is held.)by virtue of the power
| of sale in said mortgage contained, said mortgage

“Hop Bitters

“Ladles, do you
want to be strong,
heallhv and beauti-

“Sour stomach,
sick headache ana

“Clertrymcn. Lawyers. Editors, Bankers and Ladles need
Hop Bitters dally.'’

dizziness, Hop Bitters cures with a few
doses.”

“Hop Bitters has
restored to sobriety
and health, perfect
wrecks from Intom-

“Take Hop Billets
three times a day
nnd you will have
no doctor bills to

perance.”

p»y-’’

will be foreclosed By
oy a sale at public auction (or
ven
vendue) of the premises describedIn said mort*
gaggc. or so much thereof as may be necessary to
satisfy the amount due on said mortgage, for principal aud interest, and legal costs, together with
an attorney’s fee of twenty five dollarscovenanted
for therein; that Is to say. the following piece* or
parcels of land (together with the tenements,her
editnmentsand appurtenancesthereuntobelonging) situated in the City of Holland, Countv of
Ottawa, and State of Michigan ar.d partlculaily
described, as; Lot numbered three, and that part of
lot numbereA two which is bounded on the north,
south, and west sides hr the north, south and west
lines of said lot and is bounded on the east side hv
a line runningparallelwith the west lino thereof,
and ten feet east from it. All In Block F of the
West Addition to said city of Holland, according
to the recorded map thereof.
Dated, May 31st, A. D. 1879.
Mortgagee ,
J. C. Post. Attorneyfor Mortgagee.17-13w

JAN

Northern Pacific railroad arrived
point last

night She

is

an

tho

large and strong boat, capable of carrying

across the Missouri river six loaded

MEAT MARKET
-IN THE

freight cars at a time. Her work of placing
the iron ties, cars and other material lor

the Yellowstoneextension of the Northern Pacific railroad commenced this morn*
log and within one years the steam engine
will

chMMh.

lightened agriculture

tive country more than equal to all the

middle

states

and New England. In thia

new northwest where an ordinary wlierfield is

so large th

it

JWARD.

Th* andereinicdannounces to the Public that
they have flnlehedthelr new Meat-Market,and are

„« o(Umt«|. n„wre^t0„pp,r,h.lrcu,tonOTwllhll]kl^
and open Up to en- of Meet# end Seneage*. By pronptneM and fair
they feel confident of giving eatlefectlonto
a scope of produc- dealing
all thoee who wish to favor them with part oftheii

lodltn

ley of tnat great river

FIRST

—

HEW

FIRM!

teprordPort^

Rhode Island might

VAN ZOBKEN.

OiFElsnED.

Side-

Wheel Steamers on
their Routes.

DAILY BETWEEN CHICAGO AND
MUSKEGON.

ami

(Saturdayexcepted

gypp gjQjjp

)

CHICAGO DOCK, FOOT OF MICHIGAN AVENGE.

locMoot of ViiMigtoi Stmt,

Ready

.'or

oor

vice.

GRIST and

cun

be bought nt the

Grand Huven

R. R. Depot for $3 00,
including railroad fare nnd omnibus fare nl Grand Haven,

Opeo lor Dress.

FEED MILLS

WARRANTED BEST AND CHEAPEST

Farmers and Stock Men

or

FIVE DOLLARS

for

the round

10-tf

trip.

T. G. BUTLIN, Sunt.
Chicago.

Save 50 per cent, by grinding feed.

A BABE CHANCE.

A SMALL CUSTOM MILL IH EVERY VILLAGE
AND TOffH.

A GROCERY business for sale. Doing a good
/V business, In a countrytown. Inquire at tnH
office, for

WHAT THKY

farther Information.

BAY OP THKSf.

Cedar Falls, Iowa, March, 1877.
$20 clean profitdiilywith oar xninch mill. Only
4-horse
J. W. 8TOWE.

power.

MHQOD

i

HQW105UW

RESTORED!

Laundry and

talks.
%

ALL CHEAP

J. C.

F0(R CASH.

Glee ns a trial and you will be pleased with
goods and Pricea.

—

RICHARDS, &

CO., Chicago, III.

BOILDIRM OT

Grain Elevators Steam Engines, Corn
Sheliers,&c.
16-1t

J.

Lake Navigation!

City Grain Elevator, Day ton. O., Dec. 14, ’68. -ciafial^SAYon the ra^cafciire (without modIclne) of Spermatorrhoea
or Seminal
Your W inch mill “beats" onr 4 foot stone on
eitherwneat, meal or feed. J. DUH8T, Prop.
Weakness, Involuntary Seminal Lorre*, ImpaToilet,
Danville, R. R. Kiev. Chicago. Jan. 85. 1877. tenev Mental and Phyelcal Incapacity,Tmpodt*
We average a ton of meal per hour on qur 84 inch meats to Marriage, etc,; aleo Con.umptloo, kpllSoaps, etc , etc.
epsy and Fltelnducedby eelf-lndnlgence or sexual
stone. Has ran four years. Very satisfactory.
EDWARDS A CO.
e^b^c«SebMited author. In this admirableEssay,
Champaign. HI., March 6th, 1878. clearlydemonstiatee,from a thirty years successOur 40 cent Tea la called A No. t for the price by
60 bushels per hour on a 30-ineh mill, an “Old
ful nractlce that the alarming consequences of
expert jadgee. Fine Candiea, Tobaccosand Miller"
F. B. 8ACKETT,
self abase may be radicallycured wlthontthe danCigars. Tors, Notions, Flower Pole, Hanging
Millerfor T. Doty A Co. Kronsnse'of Internal medicineor the application
Basketa ia great variety.
—

No

trouble to

W. BUTKAU,
flot.LAND.Julv14, 1878.

C. MELIS.

Teas, Coffees, sugars, Spices,

trade.

The stand le one door west of G. J. Qaverkat*a
Son’* Hardware Store.

WM.

Tickels to Chicago

Savusl L. Tatx,

exceptionally

29-1

The 6 o’cl >ck train on the Grand Haven railroad
conned* with the Boats.

Boot & Kramer.

at this

y

by the pound or wagon load, for which the
highest market price will be paid.

GRAND HAVEN
XV.XCX

He

of

useful

Wanted-Bones! Bones!

Smd Sira

New Stock! New Stor

We

numberless

DOE3BURQ.

For eale by J. O.

said mortgagewill be foreclosed by the sale of the
promises thereinsnd hereinafter described, or so
!
thereof as shall be necessary to satisfy and
The weather was beautiful and the temper- much
pay the amount due on said mortgage, with interature of the water of Lake Michigan was est and cost of advertisementand sale, together
with an attorneyfee of twenty five dollars; projust right for bathing and swimming.
vided for In said mortgage In case of foreclosure.
hope our Grand Rapids friends will come Said mortgaged premises are describedIn said
mortgage and will be sold as follows, to wit: the
often.
west-half of the east-halfof the south east quarter
of section thirty-two («) town seven (7) north, of
renge fifteen (15) west, in the county of Ottawa
We respectfullyinvite the attention of our cltl
Michigan, ti
“
together
with' the appurfind the followingamong the dis- and State of Mlchlfan,
zena to the stock of good* which we have opened
tenances thereunto belonging.
Ion
one door eait of E. Van der Veen’s hardware store,
patches from Bismarck, Dakota, August
Dated Grand Havkw. July Jjrd. A. D. 1879.
and the prices for which we offer them.

at Holland, safe and sound, at 7 p. m.

and

and necessary.

Monday, the Eighth day

Bitters.”

“Read of, procure
and use Hop Bitters,
and you will be
strong, healthyand
happy.”

the Patent Hay

other

PROVERBS.

“The orentest appetizer,atom aco,
blood and liver regulator,Hop Bitter* '

who

transfer steamer

BONE BLACK

Champion Drill

'

dltlons (whereby the power of sale therein
has become operative) of a certain mortgage,exein addition to this she towed several small cuted by George M. Willey, on the third day of
April, A. D. 1876, to Mary E. Houle and recorded In
boats for the accommodation of those
the office of the Registerof Deeds of Ottawa
wanted to use
While returning county and Stale nl .Michigan,on the sixth day of
D. 1876, aforesaid at twelve o’clock, noun
home our gallant young doctor took a seat if that d»y.
d»\ In Liber No. 5 of Mortgages, on page
ia one of the small boats, by way of di- Ml, on which said mortgage there is claimedto be
due and unpaid at the date of this notice, the sum
version, and some 4'ktnd friend” of his, of four hundred and five dollars($4)15.00) principal
and interest, and no proceedingsat law or In
cast the boat’s line off which set the doctor equity having been instltnted to collect said sum
afloat, near Central Wharf, and it was tun dse thereon, or any part thereof; Now therefore,
by virtu*of the power of sale as aforesaid,notice
to see him take hi* first lesson in imitation is hereby given that on Tuesday the seventh

pose, upon which the people were seated,

6: ‘‘The new

OR

ALSO THE

PROVERBS.

vided by Gee’s band, and gave very good

was

SUPERPHOSPHATE

a

FERTILIZER.

8t».

the afternoon a

satisfactionto ihe visitors. It

of

Or

baskets were attacked but

overcome. In

towed

IV

lunch

bowery
dance was indulged in by the German element. The music for the day was pronot

HOMESTEAD

VT*TE
pvEFAULT

After strolling through

spread in a royal style and the con-

tents of

C. MELIS,
can now be purehased

HARRIS REMEDY

Salem, and a hosts of others, too numer-

the surf,

WM.

having been made in the conditions
certain mortgage,(whereby the power
therein containedto sell has become operative),
executed by Johan Frerlerlch Hummel, of Holland
Fluor Altui
City, Ottawa county, Michigan, to Jan Knol, of the
T
MI IT f.S —
Thiidlteare.*o i revaleut uionir k»i -let, U dui Iim* same place, bearing date the twentiethdny of
mulerttoodbyplivaii-|an«.it, tirunt upon the iviirrii la
February. A. D. one thousand eight hundred and
»o exiwlve and di-|,i|jtatjnit,
our Ameiiean women
seventy-eight, and recorded in the office of tho
are rapidly b«-comi„Ka "rare of inratldi," Incapableof
Register of Deeds for the County of Ottawa. In the
nrodurh'Khealthyofhpriuc. or enjoyinglift'# plra urea.
State of Michigan, on the twenty fifth dav of Feb1 rof llarrli \ aginol l'a>iil'r,a nr* drpmtnre In medicine.
A thoroughlycommon acme Ircalnirn!. Applieddirectly ruary A. D. one thousandeight hundred and
to the aeatof thr <]i«-n<c, ami itiaprrifle
Inflnmrtexrrtrd seventy-eight,in liber number if of mortgages, on
at om-e, producingan inuiM-drate••.othing and reatnratlva
page H. upon which mortgage there is claimedto
effect. The application of the remedy ii attended with do
be dne at the date ol this notice the sum of one
pain oninplcaaunlnraa,
and dm * not tuferfrrewith the orhundred and fifty-twodollars and fifty-two cents,
dinary purmitaand p camre* ofllfe. I ircular*are lent In
Which will now sow grain aud the fertilizer at
perfectlyplain envelop.-a, aecurriy (rated from ob*er»atlon,
and no suit or proceeding at law. or in equity, havthe same time. This cheap method of ferti.izing
• ml remedy put up iuueat plain boxr« «.l three aiie», with
ing been institutedto recover the debt secured by
full direction* Inaide. No. 1, (enough to la*t a month,)
has but recently been Introduced in this locality,
IS;No 2. ciinii-'U tolnuttuo iimntlui.88: No 8.<lartirg said mortgage, or anv part thereof, (the said power as is giving very good satisfaction.
three month*, and ample for cure, exceptingIn chronic of sale having become operative by reason of the
«*«•-»!|IO. With cadi box we eend a Femele Syringe
default of said Johan FrledertchHnratneli.i not
•nd
remedy.
paying the interest dne on eald mortgage, and the
^ •omeTonlrPilla,a«anxiliirlr*|othe
—
«... ____ l.t_*
It A ___
said Jan Knol having elected to consider the whole
amount of said principal and Interest of said
**
i* • iiw x leal
Ily
(jy in UC
Cl 19
mortgage to be due and payable, immediately,
1 lH-infathoroughlv
practicaltrcatUaontUlldlicaia
»
after the lapse of thirtydays alter said default,
Prof. Harris VaginalPattllln can ba obtained only from
provided ft>r In said mortg*ge. said thirty da\ s havarticles,
elapsed prior to said election and to the date of
CO.MF’B.CHEMISTS. lug
this notice); Notice U, tAert/ore, Aered>, given that on
Market and 8th
8T. LOUIS.
1

D. Holden, formerly Secretaryof State;
Dr. Palmer, of Overysel; Dr. Moon, of

the woods, aud bathing in

THE

Hardware Store

Call and see

cago railroad; Grand Master elect E. G.

mention.

St.,

Mortgage Sale.

CAI.I.KD

..

to

f’""i*i*undin**h in*
lor the •courj;*io common emoog
1"

AT

(

ffi

Nichols, general freight agent of the Chi-

ous

E. A. WILSON, 191 Penn

Wllliamsbttrgh, N.Y.

Cleveland. Tennessee.

creased impetus to manufactures and the

demand

paper, who will send

CLEVELAND SEED COMPANY,

course, the in-

splendid crops have caused a

this

three cent stamp to pay postage, we will sand a

sample of the wheal with circularsand terjis to
aoexts, giving size of the packages, Ac. Address

better than usual, notwithstanding the
increase in building.

offered to the Public for the first time.

Another Step Forward!!

'

Show
21,

/

1879.

eaUv.

gh

This Lecture should be In the hands ot
every youth and every man In the land.
Sent free under seat. In a plain envelope, to any
address,
Address the
19-ly

Publishers,

Goods

BOOT & KRAMER.

Holland, Mich., June

evere sufferer, no matter what his condition mav
be. may enre hlmaelf cheaply, privately and rodi-

SENT FREE
_

and pnstreld—Thf.
likVKULY DutHUT

p&tolttt'ARR
aerfc toaU,nl
re oU, at
-nw or. traveling.
NOUiant.ARH per aerk
buiiaoUtiug new. Address Ttio Beverly Oa, Chicago.
la

Hit

CDLTERWEll XEDICAL

DO,,

,

11 Abb ft.. Hrv York; Post OfficeBox. 1686.

0

Jclia A. Moore, the sweet singer of

Dofl’T fail to read the Farmers’ Column.

lotting o.

Michigan, is out with another

“

Closing Out Sale

poem.”

Miss Maggie Pluggor has returned from
Miss Marion Howard

lying very

is

While

a visit to relativesin Illinois.
ill.

Mr. J. Alberti is, on a tour to the

NetherlandsMr, L. T. Kauters will super-

The schooner Banner

Mr. D. Miedema was the happy

launched again

is

y

and ready for business.

A

gerously
a boat

111

-

-«*»>

-

yet.

"

New

Orleans

is

'

Messrs. H. W. Verbeek and J. Alberti
on Thursday afternoon for a trip
to the Netherlands. We wish them a
started

M

A

moonlight excurshmfoh^slnday

make

up

hill

it

a financial success. It seems

work to inaugurate anything of

that kind in this city.

Wvona Bradpield,the
young
tliir'toi

Miss

and

large quantity of grpiu

fire.

office at Holland, Mich.,

Tuttle.

Heald to provide the

labor

Zulus are said

by

Figaro to have

of a

A terrible death, to

a Wisconsin newspaper

that a woman’s life was recently saved by

The

latest sensation at

Rome

but this

the

remedy for the latter,
American Cough Cure, certain cure

for

Coughs, Colds, Croup and all diseases

to death, there is a

leading to Consumption, the best medicine

Earth. Price 50 cents. Sold by T. E.
Annis A Co., Druggists and Apotheca-

who

both belong to the

Mich.

a bicycle

best society

They

and

The Rev. Henry
cester, Mass., alter

J.

and

old

the pretty wile of the first secretary of the

Belgian legation.

her

The

the clergyman,to the congre-

following are the arrivals and

the Quaker form, each vowing

after

to be faithfulto the other.

up

to

Thursday night:

man’s hooks.

We

editor and proprietor of the Ottawa County
Courier, of Spring

Lake, will

discon-

tinue his paper on the 28th inst. Mr.
Potts will probably get a situation of Mr.

DuBols,
effort

The

ARRIVED.

are informed that Mr. Hi. Pbtts,

who

has just started his third

at Minneapolis,Minn.

Now

if the

average of mortgages upon the farm-

ing lands of France is but 5 per

cent.

of the bride’s parents, on Thursday even-

ing last.

A

Ang. lr-8chr. Banner, Clilcngo,light.
England it is 58. The United States have
*• 5— ” Spray, Kacluu, Threshing machine
but 3,000,000 proprietary agriculturists.
repairs.

“ 5— “

Wollin, Chicago, light.

France, with a vastly smaller area, has

CLEARED.

000,000, 5,000,000 of

-

Ang, 5— 8chr. Wollin. Chicago, 55 asli Inmher.
•* Spray, Chicago, £< m oak lumber.
** 7— ** Banner. McCarthy'*Pier, light.

whom

are small

6,-

ers,

and

pioneer life, besides rnisiug a very large old Springfield rifles which they will use
amily. She was burled oo Wednesday/until thl regimental encampment,when
new muskets will be provided for them.

Making h

tour through the farming re-

and

On

stacks,

fences

even injuring the

roofs

and hay
of some

buildings.

every four corners throughout* ndr

-

at a

ling element in politics, was that they

possessed no property ; that they did not
sympathize or have any interestin com-

prising grounds,bathing houses, etc., the.
Captain said that at the

mouth

and

their success

is very gratifying. In ali these counties

ing their possessiyns.Many of them

valuable farms, have

and

in

anywhere' else, and the Captain’s opinion/! cr)r of

‘,llHr(1

best crop

of wheat she ever

successionought to explode the
,in,e8”

among

Summer Shawls

That

the grounds,

at

Cost.

Parasols at Cost.

hills,

1,18

Linen Suits and Dusters
Cost

at

''

valleys, nur
ravji&p.

and fishing and bathing opportuni
itfes, ai

y

ERRORS
In
line

A

everything in the

fact,

at

suffered for years from
Nervous DEBILITY. PREMATURE DECAY

and all the effects of youthful indiscretion,will for
the sake of suffering humanity, vend tree to Hit
who ueed it, the recipe and directions for making
the simple remedy by which he was cured. Bufferers wishing to profit by tbe advertiser'sexperience
can do so by addressing In perfect confidence.

of Spring and Summer

Goods will be offered

OF YOUTH.

A GEBTLEMAN who

prime

we do 'Dot intend to

JOHN

OGDEN,

B.

-18

Cedar bt., New York.

l-86w

carry them over.

A Large a»d Fine
This bonn fide reduction will give all those

arc

want of any of the above named goods a
chance to save from 15 to 85 per cent.
In

—

. If,

OF

SOOTS A SHOES

Ml

n

STOCK
—

IfcTEW

who

-

HEROLD,
- -

E.

Comsr Canal & Bronson

Just received «l-

Eighth Street, City of Holland.

St.

o

A Complete a-sortmentof Children's and Infants'
•hoes for fall and winter,andafnllliue of
Ladles’ and Gentleman’swtir.

Grand Rapids, Mich.
Strictly

'

CALL^SijEE

One Price Store.

I am now selling the Howe Sewing Machines
and will henceforth keep it for sale at my storr,
Peddling machines with wagons ha* been abolishes
for the simple reason that the price* of machine
aie too low to admit of any expense in that way
Call In and get bargains.

PROF. HARRIS’ RADICAL CURE
POE BPERMATORRKEA.

-

-

THE

US.

SEMINAL PASTILLE"

Holland, Mich., Sept.

>

1,

B.UKROLD,

1877.

A VaImiM. XMaoovaif
D«ptrt.r.1. M Jwtinljr
po.rtW.I,
In l.awdr for Um ipMdir
tad pornAncitCar. of

Utw
tell
N«w And

u

STEAMBOAT

ami nil Kmiuiaaa *
Impotonoy by th. ..Iv

EXCURSIONS

MAriiitti.itimia.t Mtnui tree war, viat Direct
Application I. tbo pria«ip»l Se«t of th. DImim, MU.f W Xbeorptloi, ud mrt1*f *» MwlSe talwMO th. Mmlnal VeeloW, R]aoul.torrDuct*. Proof Ate aiand.udUrethra. Th* ue
ef Um RoMdr « iXUndod with ao yua or lacoB.Mi.ee., ted

!

The Staunchand Noble Steamer

TWI-LIGIECT

do., bo! iit.rf«r«with U. ordlntrypan.il. of lit* ; il i.
ouicklf dMMl.od ted boob abtortwd,produeiar
oi*M MtfhiBi uid n.lorali.. affect.pea lie mi.aI
aerrM. orfi.ltitt...wrackedftwe aelf-ahw. tad eicewec,
«oppi.( lb. drain froaith. .7.001, raotorlBfth. mind l.
health ted sound memory, naoriar th. Dimoeeeof
Bicht, Nervous Debility, Confusion of Ideu, Aversion to Society, etc., eta, aad Um AppMraac.of premature Old Aft uMtllr iccapaa7lnftiua iraablo, aad nMorkof perfectSexual Vigor, wb.ra U kaa boea torn .at far
peart. Tbit Bode of tr.atmMt ha* (U»d Oo trat ia .try
mere cam., aad I* bow a proaoiacdmccmc. Drug, are
toe »aeh praocribedia thra. troabl.e,aad, at Baer eta
wit am. U, with but littl.If U7 pareuee.i
Thtn k ae
K.dmm. about thi. Preparation. Practical 0Ucr.1t io.e.abl..
m to pwitinlr guarantee that it will |i.o aatiafaotlon^Dirinj Um .Ifhlprar*that it hat bo*, ia pearal um, w. ha..
OowMadi ef teetiawaial.
aa te it* »aiue, aed it k. a.w coacdod
br the Medical PrafoBioa to b. the BMt ritlei.lmeant y.t
dbco.ercd of Machineand curiof thi. .era pravaltettrauMs,
Oat i. wall knows
**
to vm
W
b. tbe cswe w.
ef wm.w.te
aateldmaewwi
aUery
7 m
le wv
to aaay.
mukM/p
aad upon wb.a quacks prep with Oair bmI.m eMtraaaaad
biff feet. Th. Ran .dp It pit ap I. seat beim. of Ora. dfea.
No. L (••Mck le laat a month,) «9| If o. t, (laAcWet te
•ffect a peraane.t era, nalM. « Mtan cm..,) Iff. Ne.
(tutlae ...r Ora. aontlu,will Moe .bIbIm* aad iwtora
rijor ia th. wart cam..) !7. Boat bp Bail, Mtbd, ia plaia
wrapper*. Full IHSCTION!feffi
for oalnff
*- will 1

u Uoaem4

md.

!

CAPT.

F. R

BROUWER,

Is In readinessto run for private excursions
during the season of TV, anytime, except Sundays,
and isslso prepared to take SabbathSchool picnics on large barges fitted up for that purpose.
Price for taking parties to the month of Black

km

Lake and Lake Michigan. |A.OO. For Sunday
School excursions or large excursionparties with
barges $20.00.
Parties can choose their own lime for going and

returning.For further particularsapply to

aaem

CAPT,

F. R.

BROUWER.

R

“ DIR

Don’t forget the Moonlight Ex-

1

cursions.

boeriptif. Puephlet
’SSfirf?0*’
pniet cl.lae
log AettoBkalB
cl.

%

lll.itratieac, which wiU coa.iaer
o.iar. th. aa
bob akrptk.l
that thap can b. ra.torrd
dtt.d for th. dirtiM of Ufa,
boat Seeled far tump to
eea. Said
Sold
bp thot
th./

(

up

HARRIS REMEDY
Market aad 8th

8L.

A

'

OMIT
ONLY
CO. Mr CHEMISTS.
9T, LOUIS. MO.

1

18-tf

PIMPLES.

fi.

mail (Free) the receipt for a simple Vegetahje Balm that will remove Ton, FRECKLES,
PIMPLES, and Blotches, leaving the skin soft,
clear and bosutifnl; also Inatructlons for producing a luxarisnt growth of hair on a bald head or
smooth face. Address, inclosing 8c. stamp.
I

will

BEN. VANDELP k

CO., *0

Ann

Bt.,

N. Y.

l-8Bw

regard to this anti-masonic ques-

tion. The committee which was appointed

two weeks ago, and which we mentioned

pleasure resort,is beginning to stick out in

have been to look over the ground!

18-ly

Cost.

our previous issue, made

Manufacturersof

their report

DOORS, SASH,

to

agreeable for our farmers to read the trial

RKCTUM

Maine.

Lawn Suits at

are absolutely

This enables them

or all kinds , TUMORS, dischargee
BLOOD or macne.andall disease*

Another meeting was held in the First
Reformed Church, on Thursday evening
last, in

36-ly

send us their addresses at ones and. #•« for them
selves. Costly oatflt end terms free. Now Is the
time. Those already at work are laying up large
sums of money. Address TRUE A CO., Agusta,

Joslin&Breyman,

offlc^
M'

all hours,

A MONTH guorahteed.$11 a day at
.home mads by tbe lnduetrlons.Capital
not required;ws wtUe|ar1yon. Men,
women, boys and girls make money fester
at work for us than at anythingels*. The work is
light and pleasant,and snch aa anyone can go right
at. Those who are wlae who aee thl* notice will

the farmers at

least.

now loom up as something desirablefor
well

is a

no doubt but

hat the colony has harvested by far the
argest

Rhubarb.

of the
quickly and percured by * ilmplf and soothing REMEDY.
For Information, address
DR. J. FABER * CO., « Ann It.. N. Y.

independent. plain. The many excursions and private constituting quite a lengthy preamble and
employ teachers for parties who camped out on the “wooded resolutions. The spirit of the resolutions
their schools.
hills’*will spread the news, you know, are that they deem freemasonry inconsistent
far and near. Some parties, whose names with a true Christian, and therefore ask for
We hope it will be profitableas well as we are not permitted to use at present, the co-operation of the consistory to bring

stocked,

and

them

is

of BlacW had, and this being nominally three good

the colored people are every year increas- the mouth of Black Lake are beginningtq

own

doubting individuals, and

Lake there was an opportunityas good as crops

will, il, o proper, y-ownere „( .he ,u,e> °U^ 10 b,: COrreCl bJ re',8<m
position.
Hence, the “blacK belters” have gone to
to secure property,

by

ct. However, there

details of this plan, com-

man

work

ice

is

wateringplace. While speak-

The negroes in the “black bell” of Alaing about tbe
bama are very prosperous. The chief ob-

8^

of land. This was measured over

length, proportionate width, etc., comfort-

wanted

bad 150 bushels of wheat from

ich.,

plates a building of three hundred feet in

able but not costly or gaudy— just what

jection urged against them as the control-

CO
rlLtO
Dll

.

Is

--

down

Goods

of

fectly

Mrs. J. Stickktee died suddenly on the soil; the rest are engaged in manufacMonday Iasi, at her residence, of apoplexy. turing and other pursuits.One million

doing a fine businessIn general
farming region you can hear conversamerchandise; we also found Mr. EvcrThe thunderstorm that passed over
tions about the immense wheat crop. For
hard, the Postmaster, who U doing a hardcity on Saturday last was rather light- !omonce the farmers have slopped complainware business, and deals in farming impared with what we have had during this
ing and express their gratificationabout a
plements, anil corroboratesour report of
larger harvest than they expected. We
summer. But it has been quite severe in
the happy condition of the farmers.
other localities. At Saugaluck harbor the
9 ' \ hear of immense yields per acre. We are
light-house was struck by lightning in the
While Capt. S. C. Mower, assistant told that somebody in the township of
evening, and at Groningen, a few miles United States engineer, was in town this Jamestownhad 450 bushels of extra wheat
east of this city the lightning struck five week he showed us n sketch of a plan for \from 9 acres. Some are reported at an
versge of 52 bushels. A great many at
different trees in a circuit of one mile. a summer hotel to be built near the beach
30 and 25. But we have onb authenThe same squall had a different character at Grand Havcu. The building will be
cated
yield of 48 bushels average per
a few miles north of us. In the region of two stories high, with wide verandas all
re:
Mr.
A. Wolma, at Graafschap,
North Holland the gusts of wind were so around the building. Tbe plan contemstrong that it tore

Dress

w

12 per cent, only of the people till

paper.

importantstep taken.

Summer

fill;

.

Prescriptionscarefully compound at
day or night.

farm

The uniforms were to be scut to the men
and a reception was given
o’clock.
on wc found a great many happy farm- on Friday. A part of the uniforms reGee’s brass band serenaded the parity in
ceived from the Niles company have been
8, harvesting oats, theshing wheat, etc.
the evening. The pair looked handsome
oru looks splendid with a few exceptions. cleaned and repaired, and the balance of
in their wedding garments, und have the
A friend of ours calls this corner Nasby’s the number made up with new suits. So
best wishes of the community. We hope
.
ross (X) roads.) We like the corner. says a Grand Rapids
Ihey will ever rejoice ami never regret the# Mr p Blmn8t„ ,8 penl„, ond h„s|)il8b|fi

at

t

Compound Syrup

ers. England has but 250,000 land hold
|

large party of friends of the

families witnessed the ceremony at 5 p. m.,

All our

DR.

In

Spring Lake Republican would follow
are paupers.
She was the mother of the members of the
Potts, there would he a jollificationon
well-known firm of P. & A. Steketee, of
The fifty guns formerly used by tbe
Washingtonstreet, Jn the city of Grand
this city, besides which she leaves five
Niles
military company, which were sent
Haven. Perhaps we would get a poem to
more eons and three daughters.She to the city of Grand Rapids about a week
commemorate the event.
reached the advanced age of 67 years, and ago, were shipped to Grand Haven on
Among the social events of the week wak was one of the earliest settlers In the Thursday evening. The other thirty-three
the wedding of Mr. Jacob Van der Veento colony, and endured all the hardships of men in the company are suppliedwith
Miss Wllhelmina Slenk, at the residence

French Novelties at Cost.

cost, as

the reptile’s stomach for years, and were clearances as reported at the custom house
a part of the results of his raids upon fisher-

ITS

gation’s astonishment,married himself to

iron. Many of them were worn considerable by attrition. They had evidently lain

aiitm m Eirscm

Eaton to come forward. Miss Eaton com-

and

firm are th# maaafactirara at

Granadines at Cost.

long a widower, and requested Miss Mattie

plied,

Liquors,

Medicinalum only,)

SCHODTKN’S

preachinga sermon on

from the pulpit, said that he had been too

Smmt,

And almoet everything else belonging Id a well
stocked drug store.

Cost.

Munson of Wor-

peared on their iron steeds, arrayed in the
In the stomach of a sick alligator, killed most coquettish of Spanish hats, vests and
in Georgia, was found a double-handful of tights. The winner was Mine. Le Ghuit,

musket-bulls,rifle-ball, buckshot, small

Summer Silks at

Mdhtwrlal,

Wines &
(for

on

the holiness of matrimony, stepped dow n

shot, fragmentsof bars of lead,

.1

be talked to death,

not as bad as to cough ones self

is

ries, Holland,
is

are celebrated for their beauty.

facilities for construction.

cost.

at Cost.

ap-

and

In order to reduce our rtock and make preparation for an extensive Fall Trade, we offer the entire
balance of our atock'of Hummer Goods at actual

Artidi, Cigut,

Msortmeat of

finest

Ficnch man-

King.- ,

to furnish the right and the stock (mater- race on the Via Appia, between two ladies
ial) and Mr.

Wrlti>«
And the

Wm. Verbeek, P. M.
It is slated in

Pckwiii, loilit

The above

Miss Effa Brown, Miss Pollie Bersinger, return for the hospitality they received
David Gibson, John Plough, Charles they organized the forces of the Zulu

arrangement
Foster

The

Htiiciut,

|

the Post of-war, which was lost on their coast toAug. 7th, 1870: ward the close of the First Empire. In

new Harris & Smith Safety Lamp.
She fell with the lamp in her hand
Owing to a misunderstandinga mistake from the top of a stair way and the lamp
occurred in the statement about the part
at once extinguished itself. These lamps
nershlp by Messrs. Heald & Foster to are now for sale at P. & A. Steketee.
for Mr.

At Cost.

obtained their notions of militarytactics

the

The

This new store will keej^a full eippljr ef the best

re-

liquor was

from shipwrecked sailors

on^—

between these gentlemen is

1

PUdPJlXUTO*..

1

can beat this? Mr. E. Spirk,

every family. ,l

•

SUMMER GOODS

•

List of letters remaining in

the Ked Ribbon club at this place,

build fanning mills.

—

>'

Who

fully insured.

for

earnestly invited to attend.

Dr. Bull’s Baby Syrup. Price 26
bottli1-.*
i '

•

cents a

destroyed, at an estimated loss of $12,000;

lady temperance lecturer,will speak

Monday evening next at 7:30 o’clock, at
the Methodist church. The public are

etc., by

siding near East Saugatuck, raised 2,360

evening last was not well enough attended
to

guarded from attacks of Colic, Flatulence,

years.

being destroyed on Wednesday last by

pleasant voyage and a safe return.

The

of Kruisenga’s Store.

Dr.E.A.Schouten,

should be

The contract to build Lyceum Hall was
bushels of wheat. We think this will beat
awarded on Monday evening last to
anything around here In quantity.
Messrs. Oostema & Co., they being the
lowest bidders. Work has already comThe mothers praise it 1 The chl’dreu
menced and will be pushed right along. cry for it, and it is a blessing for the nur
aery. Dr. Schouteu'a Compound Syrup
The large brewery of Mr. Kusterer, at
of Rhubarb is a magnificentremedy for
Grand Rapids, had a narrow escape from
summer complaint, and it ought to be in

the

yellow fever seems to be spreading in
Memphis, but th« city of

last, at the age of

the institutionand

on Thursday

—

According to the latest advices,

free as

with heart disease and dropsy

for the last ten days, died

excursion to Grand Haven soon. Wait afternoon
It.

Babies are

Mr. Jacob Boliiius, who has been dan-

be ready for business again.

for

Three doors East

-OF-

intend his business for him.

to $616.80.

will soon

Gee's band is intending to run

DRUG STORE,

ent of his arrearspension on Saturday last,

amounting

The schooner Kate Howard

recipi-

WARD

FIRST

It

before tbe next Clsssis, and thus obtain

. Blinds, Stair Bailing, Etc,

Watchmakers |

Jewelers,

Having recently purchased tho Pbasnlx Planing
Mill, are now better prepared than ever to do

which has been held at the farm of Mr. for the ostensible purpose of Improving an expression of the Church at large
dealers in
G. Van Rhee, between the Walter A. them and making them more convenient against keeping or taking any members of
Wood Machine and the McCormick. It for pic nics and such like. In connection Secret societies in tbe Chnrch. The Idea Silver Ware, Watches, Clocks, Scroll
was singular, that after the Wood Machine with this we are informed that the princi- to express the purpose of getting an exJewelry & Fancy Goods.
was fairly beat, they should raise the same pal owner of these lands is willing to put pression from the Church was opposed by

all

alnds of

Sawing of all kinds
done to order.

cry as they did at Paris last year: “you

them in as stock with somebody who is Rev. Pieters, not wanting to commit his
had better horses!” We hope our farmers willing and able to make the necessury people to any avowed policy, but the
will have sagacity to read a little about improvements.This ball has commenced clause was adopted by a large majority, as
such costly machines before they purchase

and the quickest ynnkee here will were the whole preamble and resolutions.
them. It is an acknowledged fact, known get it. It Is an admitted fact, that the From this it would seem that the prothroughout the civilized world that the right man with a capital of about $6,
moters of this movement stand committed

Also Planing, Matching and Besawing.

rolling,

All Kinds of Spectacles.

McCormick harvester and self-binder is would have one of the most rcmunerativi to the Hue of action laid down in their
the beet machine Our only object in businesses, and at the same time as fine
resolutions,and that secession is, for the Vail Line ef Cold Beni.
thus favoring the McCormick machine is, one as there is in the Slate. Nature
present at least, knocked in tbe head.
that wer want to see our fanners get the done everything for it, and all It need^ ia Secession don’t seem to take with the RepairingNeatly and Promptly Executed.
best machines for the m >iiey.
| the right man with the necessary fun
masses.
Uoiaand, March 14,
8—lj.

1878.

Any one of the above articlesmods to order to
any size or measure on short notice and at Grand
Rapids prices.
<

Cor.

River l Tenth

sts.

’

. TUE OLD

SCHOOL HOUSE.

BT HATTIt H.

g.

CBE8BY. ;

As a contrast to this kind of entertainment,was that within the power of
the wealthy when one got out from
among the hills. Before the war, it
must be noted, “hospitality”—so called
-cost very little, comparatively,to the

>

old red school home,
In the ciAwy will wb' shade,
Close beside tue noUy brook, .
Thai runs •long the glads.
Still standi the

Within are rode, long benches,
Witli counters strung behind,

With shelves beneath for books,
Which ’twtre difllonlt to And.

and the dinner resulting was almost entirely the work of servants. And how

Then there'sthe huge white table,
And the old can^bottomedchair,
Where sal the nervous Bchool-uam,
*» 1th mind o'erstrung with sare. •*-

'

!

'

•

’

interferedwith the old arrangements,
was well exemplified by a conversation
in a steet-car in one of opr cities where
all the passengers were compelled to be

Many

« long. long?ea*ago,
On** sultry August day,
One littlemaiden stayed within,
While the otters w*re at play.

With bow/d head th^Ulprlt stood.
Tears Mining on tbe floor.
Whlls shouts of joyots Isnghter,
Drifted through the open door.

'

listeners.
“I an^tjFd you have given up the old
place in Virginia?”was the

Rising from his sest, a boy,
With boldness In bis face,
Marched up to the girl and said,
"Please marm, I’ll lake her place!11
r

mination to obey the written injunc- and eminently polite gentlemanhe was,
THE NEW MOON.
tion, such as must command respect
would have dreamed of the armory
even from those who question on other about him, or the use to which those
BT WEBOTEB T. BAIB.
pounds the necessity and proprietyof piatola were intended to be put but a To-night I looked it the new moon in the wpjit
it as a church or religious ordinance, n: few days before. His end was what
“ Wife, tomorrow is foot-washing
might have been expected from his anSunday I ” used to be the announcement tecedents;for he died the violent death
and intimationmade on Saturday night, at last which he had long sought. As
That turned mj thoughtsto higher ’deeds.
by a devout old- gentleman of that de- Palstaffput it, “Honor pricked him
It gave me mew hope end planted in my breast
nomination, as a signal for requiring
on 1 ” But a power at last more potent,
^^posaeiBed1 1 10 e,lrli<!rUm*“ "bouU h<»™
the warm water and other appurpricked him off when he came on ”
My life would hare been better spent.
tenances for putting his feet in good
He was killed in a desperate battle in
Again I looked at the moon and 'twaa young
condition to be a second time washed
Kentucky during the late war, as a Con- Like the Muse; there it was up among
in the church and congregation; and federateGeneral.
A host of atara. wa I 'moug men.
when is added that, without doubt, Chicago, 111.
It smiled serenely on my eyes unturned:
others were in the same manner careful
And from its smiles my heart has learned
to have the ceremony performed so as
That “Theory” Business.
More of Ood; and taught me, too.
to be excepted to as little as possible,the
The murder of Mrs. Hull has develtn“t !n Hlm whose love is great;

query of a

friend, apparently,to a portly, substantial-looking old gentleman who had just
stepped aboard.
“Ves,” was the reply; “my wife and
myself could not stand the country any
longer. You see,” he continued, “that
in olden times we had no .trouble,because when the girls came home from
church with their beaux there was some-

VYoucaaksep her company,”
JAad she reserved ahd shy.
Night carpe. pod tha scholars Ipft,
But these two were detained,
And before they were released,
How fearfullyit rAlned. 1~‘-

women

hashing each other’s
feet, the men performing the same office
for one another, so as to provoke no
caviling, it may be easily understood
that those who might attend on the oor
casion to secretly mock or to smile
would see but little cause for either.
These, then, were some of the sympathetic causes which, beginning with
“ hospitable ” usages and customs, have
resulted in giving the people of the
South a very fierceness of fellowship
publicly

oped

a fact

U seemed to

say. "Labor not nor wait
For honors given .ty men on earth

which some people didn’t

know before— that eVery detective has
from one to half a dozen theories to
chase every criminal with. A farmer
out beyond Springwells bad probably
posted himsejf on this fact be-

“Press

qOU ! and labor for

!

Him whose power and

Will crown thee with honors far abovs
Ibose given to mortal man below.”
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fore visiting the Central Station yester*

m'‘n

day to give notice that some one had
stolen his only hog.
“My theory,” he said, after leaving
the item, “is that the thief took that
hog from the pen about midnight, run

for *

nioment to the ground.

“r,
But

it

Pa.

has given me a hope.

Mount Union,

^

body— Jake or Jim— to take their
dinner was all ready to not always appreciated or understood mm to the stock-yards, hungaronnd till
PITH AND POINT.
put on the table. Since the war, the by the world at large, and made them daylight, and then sold him to a butchservants have left, or gotten things sensitive, especially when their warmth er, but, of course, you police can work
tie^
in a porker’8 a PiS8their own way, and so X found I had to of feeling, their generosity or hospital- on any line you see fit.”
’Twaa growing dark, the storm increased—
take the horses, And the old lady she ity are thoughtlesslyimpugned.
A rich relation — The telling of a
He went away to look into several
The children lived a mile away;
had to get the dinner 1 No, we couldn’t
And out of all this, let me farther butcher shops, and in about an hour re- racy story.
80, band in band, they started on,
Saving, “ We’ll be home at close of day."
stand it any longer, so I just sold out say, has grown a readinessto “ stand by turned and said
Mosquitoes penetrate into the best
and came to the city; and, although I a friend,” in whatever trouble, that has
. There were many streamsto cross,
“Say, I’ve got a different theory in society.
don’t like it, I couldn’t stand the new had many a tragic manifestationand
And th y were now growing high,
that hog case. I’ve been thinking it all
Ought a baker to drive a thorough
But the gallantlittleboy
way of doing things.”
illustrationin the desperate family over, and I’ve concluded that the hog bread horse.
Resolved to ford them all or die.
Now it would be difficult to state the feuds and fighUjn many places, only was chloroformed,put on a wheelSo, taking Bessie in his arms,
An arrow-minded class— Those de
whob ease more succinctly and striking- paralleled by the savage vende of barrow, and taken down and dumped
He bsstenOd en st hunter's speed,
voted to archery.
ly
than
as
it
was
given
in
this
little
the
Italian
communiiies.
This,
oi.
..me
Kuowlng,if he bore Her stfelyhome,
into the river by some one who wanted
He wauld perform s noble deed.
chance episode at the accidentalmeet- occasion— although I might indicate revenge on me. Yes, I believe that’s
Case of rapture— Whore a lover is
wrapped up in his girl.
ing of two old friends. While the “hos- numerous other cases— was rather
But they had lot gone half way
the ^ correct theory, but if you police
When s bridge they'd nearly crossed
pitality” cost little trouble, it was free- queerly, although fortunately only lu- don’t think so you can go ahead as you
Of-fish-ally speaking- Reports- of
Was swept wiih fury down the stream,
ly indulged ; but, when it bore hardly on dicrously illustrated, daring a night- like.”
Fish Commissioners.
And Um children both ware lost.
the entertainersin person, it was as ride I once took in a stage-coach in
He went away again, and this time he
The Nihilists are making desperate
No one heard their dying shrieks.
soon as possible abandoned altogether, East Tennessee.
had a talk with a stall-owneron the efforts to an-nikil-ate the Czar.
Bat io Uft morniug they were found
and. when not abandoned as in the case
Wrapped closelyin oach other’s arms,
Before reaching a leading cross- road Central Market. The result was a
Motto of Louisiana— “If at first you
Lying on the storm-washedground.
given, there is no doubt, if reporta reand stage-station, and during the after- third visit to the station, aud the farmer don’t succeed, lie, lie again.”
ceived from all over the South are true, noon being alone in the coach, I was said:
Then the grief that fell that day
but that the wholesale entertainments
The way Hanlan beat Elliot was his
O'er the homes tead and the school;
joined by a remarkably sturdy-looking
“See here, I’ve got one more theory
The parents’heads in sorrow bowed.
superior manner of Hanlan his oars.
of the olden time in the richer sections
individual, whoso bristling, coarse, red about that hog. I believe two of my
The scholars needing not a role.
have been modified and curtailed to a hair, bull neck and generally strong
Though all vessels are not propellres,
neighbors down there stole him and
And a litUe tablet still,
degree such as stamps them as widely build, although not very tall, might
yet
every vessel has its (s)crew.
With the dead ones' names thereon,
butchered him and divided the meat,
Is perched above tbe writing desk,
diflerent from the so-called “hospitalhave
marked
him
as fitted, at least, to and I’m going home and get out a
The
main chance— The chance of
for the school to look upon.
ity” of the past. And this, too, while,
be a professional prize-fighter.He was search-warrant.”
getting drowned in crossing the ocean.
But the walls are crumblingfast,
as it can hardly be doubted, the scant
very talkative, and, as sunset and twiWHEBirirro in money Kood!
He departed for home, and the staThe house is going to decay,
although hearty hospitality of the hill light drew on, we were joined at the
Who haN it not wantH hardihood:
And scon the tablet, walls and all
tion took a rest till about sundown,
•Who has it ha«t much th tight nnd rare;
country is largely what it was of old,
d'llihave passed from sight away.
cross-roads
by
another
individual—
a
when
lo!
the
man
drove
up
in
a
buggy.
Who once ban had it haa dospair.
Pittsfield, Mass.
excepting so far as it may have been
tall, long-haired, cadaverous-looking When asked if he had any further news,
The
grand secret of Russian valor—
changed a trifle by the events of the
man, wearing a broad-brimmed,white, he replied
There's so much “itch” to their names
IF AT DOWN SOUTH,
war.
slouched hat. The last-mentionedper“I rather guess I have! I guess I’ve it’s no wonder they “come up to the
None can doubt but that with the sonage occupied the front seat of the got another theory about that bog. My scratch.”
The Mountains and Lowlands— Different
Southern people, as a whole, there was coach; the red headed man the back fourth theory is that he got out of the
Hinds of Hospitalltj.
“Throw him a rope,” the Philadelalways less of cold calculation, less of seat, while I had the middle seat be- pen last night aud rooted his way into
phia
Transcriptremarks, is the proper
i
anxious looking out for the future, such tween the two.
the oat-field across the road. That’s
,I£thfire is any convertible term in as stamps lines of care in the face in a
thing to say when you see a friend of
It was not long after the new-comer where I found him when I got home,
the English language that should be modern business community, than was
yours ovei bored. The effect is magical.
joined us before the red-headed man and you police needn’t bother any
made to do duty upon occasion when apparent elsewhere.With Jife presentAll the axes and buck -saws found in
began to descant upon the conduct of more about it"— Detroit Fret Press.
the purpose is to draw the lines betwixt
the ruins of Pompeii are of light make,
ing bnt few chances for varying greatly a toll-gate keeper in the vicinity, who,
motives and their fruition in relation to the business pursuits of a country, the
Five Hundred Millions of Dollars in as if constructedfor woman’s use.
he alleged, “ tried to cheat him ; ” and
the every-day walks of life, it is that determination in a majority of cases was
Hold.
Those old ancients know their little
he proceeded at some length to abuse
term “hospitality when it is applied to make the most of what was immediLast week the coin and bullion held business.
him roundly. As it was* a matter in
to society in widely-separatedand ately before them, and, generally with
by the Bank of England reached the sum
Conundrum by Smythekins: “Why
which I felt not the least interest, I
strongly-marked sections of our com- no more difficult problem to solve than
of £35,143,525, which is the largest is the Captain of a ship like an astronomade
no
comment
or reply whatever.
mon country.
to get to Texas or Missouri when the But not so my long-haired, cadaverous amount ever collected at one time in mer?” All of Smythekins’ fellowthe coffers of the bank. In the same carders gave it up. He brought us the
While, with the people of the mount- producing power of the land might fail
neighbor from Missouri — as it •seemed
ian districts of the South, it generally
them where they were, they perplexed —bat who had emigrated to the far- week the cash in the Bank of France answer : “Because he sees-tars.”
meant freely sharing for a night, upon themselvesvery little about what might
was within a few thousand pounds of
away State from that very neighbor“ Julius,” said a Brooklyn gentleman
occasion, what slender and crude re- possibly happen in the far-off future.
£90,000,000sterling, while the coin and
hood, and who, it also appeared from
to his colored servant, “ don’t you enjoy
sources they had in possession, in the And for the rest, they took it out in
bullion held by the Bank of Germany
that circumstance,happened to be an
!he astronomical phenomena these tine
richer country below it meant, in certain
fell only a little short of £28,000,000.
fishing or hunting, or in the entertain- old personal friend to the gate-keeper
evenings?” “Dunno, sab,” responded
cases, days or weeks of luxuriousenterments at one anoUier’s houses, as occa- thus assailed. hen the narrative was Thus the stock of the precious metals the darkey; “mush-melons are my fatainment, comprised in fine dinners, sion might serve */ varied with pursuits
held by these three great institutions
vorite fruit.” •
entirely ended— like myself, not having
reached the almost incredible amount
boating or fishing' excursions, and what- which came of much leisure, and espesaid a word up to that time— he slowly
There is an old lady, 107, in Boston,
ever else could be devised to enable the cially a study of political matters such
of £153,000,000 sterling. Nearly half
began, stuttering enough to give terwho
never uses speciacles, aud whose
the
stock
of
the
Bank
of
France
is
beguest to hatM good time of it gener- as made it at all times a pervading subrible emphasis to his spasmodic utterally.
lieved to be in silver, while, according sight is as good as it ever was. [P. S.
ject with that section of the nationality. ances.
to Mr. Goschen, the Bank of Germany The Boston Post, which records this
But right here comes in the scripture Bnt whether profitable to themselves in
“ Listen to me, s-s-strangerl That
has almost £10,000,000 in that metal. remarkable fact, adds that the old lady
distinction— while poverty in the the end, that is another question.
toll-gate keeper is my friend ; and I
was born blind.]
mountain region cave of its all, ^ven if
Again, from their eminently-social never sit by and hear a friend abused In round numbers, therefore, the three
The clergyman in a certain town, as
banks
hold
between
them
about
£100,btft a “mite,*' wealth below gave of its
instinctsand characteristics, growing
abundance; and sometimes, in reflecting out of the favorable conditions for en- without ta-ta-takingit up. You acted 000,000 in gold. To minds not accus- the custom is, having published the
upon the primitive and scant means of tertaining one another whether in the the cheating scoundrel yourself, sir; tomed to consider such matters from banns of matrimony between two perand t-t-tried to swindle him out of $5. the bankers’point of view, these colos- sons, was followed by the clerk’s readliving in-wild and out-of-the-way places, highlands or lowlands,it resulted thus
He told me all about it as I came along,
ing the hymn beginning with these
a person is led to wonder whether peofrom their camp meetings and many po- and yon deserve hemp for your mean- sal figures may convey the notion of
abonndbigwealth. And in one sense words : “ Deluded souls that dream of
ple more largely advanced in wealth litical gatherings,whole counties anl
and comfort, in all that appertains to even much larger communities came to ness, and you can’t deny what I charge. the notion is perfectly correct. The heaven ”
You’ve not only t-t-tried to swindle figures prove beyond the possibilityof
life in an old and prosperouscommunity
Mrs. Shoddy is thinking about keepbe known one to another with a minute- my friend, but you’ve lied about him,
dispute that these great institutions ing a carriage. She frays she has
—whether such really appreciate the'r ness of detail hardly to be imagined
immunity from many of the evils and elsewhere.So it was, then, that from besides. And that’s all there is of it.” have resourcesat their immediate dis- thought it all over, and come to the
Well, I had seen the two by day- posal more than sufficient to meet any
discomfortsto which those referred to this peeuliar condition of affairs indiconclusion that brooches are almost too
light and, seated between them demands that may be conceived likely
us dwelling in remoter regions and
large; that these ’ere coupons are too
vidnals and families came to have a there in the deep darkness, I looked
humbler walks of life are subject.
warm and abiding interest in each other, for nothing else, for a few mo- to be made upon them. But the pos- shut up, bnt that a nice, stylish pon>session of such a vast amount of gold phantom seems to be just tlie thing.
On one occasion, bring detained by shown whenever any of the ordinary
ments, but, serving partially as a shield is the very reverse of profitable. It is
business in a locality where my pnly
“Prisoner at the bar,” said the
afflictionsor vicissitudesof life called
for them alternately, to stop ballets or' an embarrassmentto the banks themshelter and' boarding-placeamong the
Judge, “is there anything you wish to
for sympathy ; and thus when the war bowie-knife thrusts; and the close of
selves, and as a sign of the state of
mountains was an old log-cabin, half was adroitly initiated by the politicians,
say before sentence is passed upon
the emphatic harangue found me quite trade it is the reverse of favorable. It
the time, perhaps, for three weeks of
you?” The prisoner looked wistfully
Thcthunjer roanbl.t^e lightning flaahod,
More noisy grew the orook.
And the teacher viewed her charge t f
With a more gentle look.

horses, while
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largely as a fierce and dominating senti-

bad weather, alternating with sunshine,
was I routed out of my bed by a thunder-storm at night, and left no alternative bat to ensoonse myself on a spare
feather-bedon the floor under it, glad
to make the upper one my tent, as it
were, ...
.. ......
. —r ----

ready, at the first possible explosion of

bears testimony to general stagnation.—
toward the door, and remarked that he
was next to impossible bnt powder, to vamose by the coach-door
London Saturday Review.
would like to say “Good evening,” if it
that, if one State or section enlisted in on which I was leaning, so that they
the conflict,the rest must do so, too.
two might, if so disposed,fight it out Doesn’t Want to Become a Bad Boy. would be agreeableto the company.
In all this, it was— we repeat— perhaps comfortably, bnt nothing of the kind
A poem commences: “Under the
A bright-looking bov, 12 years old,
more a feeling of devoted fellowship, of occurred, to my great surprise. The
willows
he’s lying.” He must be a
who said his name wasTommy McEvoy,
strong brotherhood, than of recognized subject of this savage lecture never
tramp.
They
lie under all sorts of
went alone into thp Jefferson Market
and true expediency or wisdom.
And the poor woman who presided The institutionadverted to above, “ chirped,” and about a mile from there Police Court last evening and said to trees. One was discovered lying under
he left the coach, a good deal to my re- J ustice Morgan : “Judge, your Honor, an axle-treethe other morning. The
over the household arrangementsof
the camp-meeting, which' brought so lief, and I never saw him any more.
owner of the wagon made him wheelI want to give myself up.” “Why, my
that unthrifty establishment—shall I
many together periodically in many
And
speaking
of
“standing
by
a
ever forget the entire patience with
boy?” asked tbe courC "“Because, ” re- wright around aud lewe.— Norristown
sections, was one great auxiliary to friend I” On another occasion, I hapHerald.
which, the next bit of sunshine that
plied the lad, “I hain’t got no home
fellowship, I rejieat.It was with vast
pened
to
be
riding
out
one
pleasant
‘They, vot you vas geshtoodying,
•came, she would proceed to hang upon
and I don't want to live in the street
numbers the one great event of the summer evening in the suburbs of one
the fence close by the eoakfed articles
and become a bad boy.” “Why don't say?” “Now, ole man, uf you only
year; and, although the institution pe- of the State capitals, and overtaking a
she valued so highly, and for which she
you stay at home?” “I ain’t got no don't say geshtoodying;aber stoodyculiarly of one denomination,it was prominent politician whom I knew, inhad, on the premises, no adequate shelhome. Father’s been dead nine years, iug!” “Vife, you hear mit dot? Dot
so generallyparticipatedin that there deed I may say a particular friend, I
ter from the rain. And when the goodand mother died before that.”“Butwhere poy tells somediugs to his old fader.
were few_people of any community who invited him to a seat in my buggy, and
natured, easy-going, pipe-smoking hushave you been living since?” “With my Uf I don’t vas sent you bei dot school,
did not make itlhu occasion of a visit we rode onward together, chatting
band was from time to time appealed to
aunt. She lives in Forty-first street. and haf you dot Enklish getaught,how
and a renewal of kindly exprestobiis and about indifferentmatters, until it was
to repair the leaky roof, and promised
But she gets drunk. And, slie won’t you know ,vot vos der way right to
feelings,such as in merely commercial
not
long
before
he
suggested
an
extenagain and again that he would do so
let me stay indoors. To-day she gespeak, eh? Alleweil ?” — Puck.
or trading communitiesthere has been sion of our ri4e to a rather secluded
when such and such a task was accomA wag of a j ickpocket was arrested
chased me out and said if I ever came
hitherto much, less chance /for ex- locality,“ because,”he said “ he wished
plished, was it not something to wonder
in Washington a day or two ago for
back
she
would
do
something
awful
to
pression.
to discharge some loaded pistols he had me. I’m afraid of her, and so I’ve got practicing his art on one of tbe foreign
at, if not admire, the patience of the
Then, again, with a considerablede- about him.” I was at once reminded bv
legations. “ What have you to say in
poor woman with her oft-reputed disnominationdown there, there was an- this remark that, about a week previ- no home. Nobody will take me in be•appointments?
palliation of your offense ? ” asked the
cause
I
ain’t
got
good
clothes
and
other institution or cnstom^which, al- ously, he had been one of several who
jhe result, indeed, of my sojourn pndon’t look nice. I can’t get any work, Judge. “ I did it in pursuance of a
though not of extended usage, oduld had expected to “ stand by a friend” in
•der that persistenfly-leaky and sieveand I can’t get anything to eat unless I duty, sir.” “ By what process of reaonly mean a closeness of religiousfelan anticipatedstreet fight, which fortu- beg or steal it. Then the cops ’ll take soning do you arrive at chat conclulike “oak-board”roof was that, for more
lowship, hardly known in other sections
nately did not come off; but, however, me in. I don’t want to get arrested. I sion?” “Well, sir, we deem it to be
weeks than I stayed thttfe, after I left I
of the Union. I refer to the “feetafter a while we arrived at the spot he don’t want to steal, nor to be a bad boy. purely in the line of our rob legations.”
•could not get over the habit, e\ en under
washing” ceremonial or usage among the was lookingjor,and then he proceeded
I am the DiacatorialRoveruoro
the tight roofs of the city, of expecting,
Won't you please send me somewhere
Of the Dominion new: ; .
Baptists, in literal and presumed-needto unload his' pockets of a Btftall arsenal where I can learn something and get to
whenever it set in for a heavy rain, a
At homft the fltblQK'* good,
fill obedience of the divine command,
Bat be it undentood
of revolvers, with which we sjjent some
shower right down upon myself almost
be a man? There’s places like that,
It’A rerjr good here. too.
“ Ye ought also to wash one another's
time
shooting
at
a
mark.
He
had
previany night. Indeed, I got to slightly feet!”
ain’t there?” The Justice told the boy
Yet, when we cimp at night,
ously been engaged in sundry savage there were such places for good boys,
The gnat* bewin to bite
wondering how rogfa could be made
Not, as intimated already,very exencounters but no one who had chanced and, taking the little fellow under his And the wood-tick* climb up the le-imba of mjr
tight at all/inurednionsfrom habit and
pant*.
tensively entered into, it is yet the
being so often victimized, so far as a sign and exponent of an earnest re- to have fallen in with him, sauntering protection, promised to find him a home And *o do tbe beetle*,the akeeters and the mta—
The skeetere and the beetle*,
out for exercise,apparently, on that in some good institution.— New York
good ducking might be in the case.
Tbe devil'*darning-needle*,
ligious fellowship, and a sincere detersummer evening, as the bland-looking paper.
And the ants!11
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about these “affairs” that he was eager
to engage in one. So you can imagine

HOME DOCTOR.

$1050

$77 oassraitTdsnssJti

$100

Proportional
returnsevery week on Block Options. of

Dysentery.— For dysentery, parch the little lad, aged 12, arrayed in a boy’s
brown a table-spoonful of rice; put into dress of that day, with shoes and silver
a cup of cold water and let it come to a buckles, fine woolen stockings, dark
hard boil ; sweeten a little.
serge breeches, green coat with gold
Neuralqu.— For this distressing facings, a waistcoat of gold cloth cut
malady there is a very simple and effi- out of his father’s wedding waistcoat,
cient remedy. We have tried it with his hair curled and powdered, his hat
uniform success, but we have rarely under his arm, and a little sword with
found a suffererwho would make a silk sword-knot.He stood opposite

OfflclalRenort*
a^dclrcSureTrem^Addresa
POTTER WIGHT A CO., Bankers.»6 Wall Bt., W.Y.
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AGENTS WANTED FOR THE

W

Pictorial
J- HISTORY

WORLD

M

SELTZER

/• will pay Agent* a Htlarr of I|(|Q per montl
•xpenars.or allow a large commlaeion,to aell our new
ana wonderfulInfenllona.Re mean wket m see. 8ampU free. Address
A OO.. Marshal, Mich.

hULKMAX

contain*«7» fine historicalengravingsand IttOO
large duuble-column page*, and is the most complete
Hiatory of thu World ever publlahed. It aell® at Ughu
Send for apaciman pagaa and extra lertna to Ageute,and
It

HIT’S

Cures Kidney, Bladder and
Urinary Dlseaaaa, Dubetea,
Gravel and Dropsy, Retention
and Incontinenceof Urine.

Cures Pain In tha Back, Side
thorough use of it. It is so simple that Derones, swords clashed, and the thrusts
or Loins, Nervous Prostration and Brigb l Dtaeaeeof
most people prefer to suffer than to came quick upon each other; when MASON & HAMLIN CABINET ORGANS
iKUvr'tt
finally,
Derones
managed
to
get
the
properly try it. It is this : Get a piece
K KM FD t*' cures all Dieeaaea
cf
the
Kldn
(tdnen.
Bladder
and
Urinary
Organa,
and
Uri
of the common sal-ammoniac,and every point of his weapon into Goethe’s fix.: At Paris. lw ; Vienna,1878; Santiago, 187$; THY IIUNT'M
tt Kk.VlKDY. Hand for pamphlet to
Philadelphia, iJflS Pahib, 187* and Grand Swedish
WM.
K.
CLARK
K.
Providence,
R. L
hour or so bite off a piece as big as a sword-knot,and that ended the combat.
I8'8- Only YLmerloanOrgsu* ever awanied highesthonors at any such, bold for cash or install,
Then
the
two
boys
embraced
each
other,
pea and swallow it. If more convenmanta. IllustratedC atalouuks and Circulars, with
ient, wash it down with water; or dis- and retired to a restaurant to refresh new sir I»* and pries*, sent free. MASON A HAMI.1N
, BOSTON NKW yOltK, Or UHICAI
solve half a drachm of the sal-ammo- themselves with a glass of almond milk.
IA’YIAW. liew to Make It Wm J,
Jc*da. OOH « YUNUS. S«. UaU.1
niac in an aunce of water, and take a -St. Nicholas.
EBIft FAY-WKhBuncU Outfits. What nm «
table-spoonfulevery three minutes or
so. An overdose can do no harm, nor Killing a Four-Hundred-PoundOx with
is the substance especially disagreeable
tPOCA ^TTonth-ageniswanteo-w bewt
a Pistol- Ball.
to take. In from one to three hours
tboQU
A gentleman of this county, last SunTo bs commsncsd August 16 In
relief will be obtained in four-fifths of
TRCTH 19 MIGHT V!
day afternoon, found an ox in his cornthe cases. Why people won’t try this
field. In driving him out, and for the
•"* »••• •«*-‘“t*.
-r ••4
simple remedy, after being told of it purpose of frighteninghim away from
W »».r
»*..< m — ____
rml
Ik. -. »4 tUm mUn f*.
Addreae THE LEDGEB, Chicago, I1L
by one who has tried it, is to us a wonhis premises, he shot at him with a
bd lea,
der; but so it is.— Foa: Populi,
MAPILEWOPD INSTITUTE!;,
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A Remedy For Weai

common Smith & Wesson repeater;
A the distance was about seventy-five

Eyes.—
simple remedy for weak eyes is recommended, as follows : Get a 5-cent cake
of elder flowers at the druggist’s, and
steep in one gill of soft water. £t must
be steeped in bright tin or earthenware
strain nicely, and then add three drops
of laudanum ; bottle it tight, and keep
in a cool place ; then use it us a wash,
letting some of it get in the eyes. Follow this, and relief is certain. If the
eyes are painful or much sore, make
small soft compresses, wet in the mixture, and bind over the eyes at night. I
can warrant the above harmless and
sure, having tried it in a number of
cases where other skill and remedies
had utterly failed If the eyes are
badly inflamed,use it very freely, and a
tea made of elder flowers, and drunk,
will help cleanse the blood. Pure rock
salt and water will strengthenyour eyes
if you bathe them daily in it. I would
earnestly advise you to avoid mixtures
or washes containing mineral or other
poisons.— Doctor.
;

yards, yet he killed

him almost instant-

weighed over 400 pounds, and belonged
to a neighbor.— Americas (Ga.) liecorder.

to keep piokiea

,

SOLD KV

A Til,

nRUnOTRTR.

50 CENTS!

JXM

T»l »: unit A GO I.EDGKR from ADgoet.lSTP.Ull
Jannary,1M«. Hie P J cer la tlw lareest and bwtKUiry
and Fnmlly Pnper pat I bed In the West, and should ba

Hestuijrt.niui roou insures lui.iut ManuuuU. Peed
, Mesa
your ahUdiWo on Rldge’eFood. 'Ask your druggistfas
Location
n nnrivaled.
prep*
lied. Collegiate and college preparatory
It Tria I Can® II Cents.
courses.
. Ben.
Be». C. V. Spear and IL
R. K. Area,
Arery, Principals.
Prim

year*.
Thirty one yrt.
in the market.
IT.

CH /gaA UKVTJ* miitled to 11^. U^Nykea,
I Pf\ lO'J Mndlaon Nt C’hlrkge, III., will
,

TRV

This Clulm.llouae lUtubll.hed 18U.‘>.

MEDICAL COLLEGE

AND HOSPITAL

The anil session commences Oct
1,1879.Clinical advantage*dnaurp .saed : material
fo? dlaaection abundant ; largo and comfortablemoms.
For Catalogues,address T. /S. HOYIfK, M. D.. 817

TF mAQf
m

Aais^ku

All the Ttma.

The very bset goods
direct fr>m tha Imm woriereat Ridf tha
ususl cost Best plan aver
aver offered to Club Agents and
large buyers. AiLL KXPRK8S C11AKGK8 PAID.
New t«n)u FRF.K.

Xl

___

Wabash Avenue, Chicago. ____
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PENSIONS! r.

New I.uw.

Tbouianda of Soldiers and heirs entitled.
Penrionsdate back to dischargeor death. I\*»* limiied.
Address,with itamp.

A Drummer’s Operations.
A drummer gives the followingitem-

n

^

P. O.

tibOROE E. I.EMOV,
Drawer 8»rt. t.. Wuehlngtna. J». €\_

ized account of his season’s travels.

Warmer iro'i corsets
Mr<UI m ih- t.r.nt
PARIS EXPOSITION
FLEXIBLE Hl'p ('ftRSET

Price,

F0R

Xofl

:

CHOIRS,

built. I. WABtXBTKD nut tc t.rrag
Sown Iirer III* bin*. Prlreli.lV Th.lr
(iro

WARNER BROS.. 351 Broadway. N. ¥•

of inciting them to action, than to incur the
danger of thin destruction.To expel from the
system waste matter through the bowels and
kidneys, and to regulate ai d arouse thestomach
and liver, are among the chief use* of this valuable remedy.

Sorghum Sugar
Of nice quality made by anybody In the land with
copyrightedrecipe. It® use will save millions annu
to iti« f*riutng plasi. N<». expense required,and

FARMKR CAN AFFORD TO BB vnTMOtJT ...
|l. The best UUrw in tlie Govemm-nt for
Agent®. Rend stamp for special terms snd prrticuUre.
N I. M AYKS A OO, Seedsmen, Sweetwater, Twin.
Prire only

The .Second /Tundrtrl Payn

PENSIONS
PAID

A HE
every holdler disabled in line of
duty, toy accident or otltarwlaa. A
Nit of
nuy kind. LOBH
FiXUEB, TOE,
EYE, Rl’PTVHK, if but allkbl. 4feMia« o/

Tht Third Hundred 1‘agtt
containa capital set of ANTH F.M8.
Specimen copies mailed,ixtat-frea,for |1.0Q.

OF
VAKHOHEYEINH

LI/.VGS or

CO., Boston.

W

glYW tU^n;

HOKHB

Heiiilsntiunlurcircuiar.or
Hartw.jorBook. AdW r, CUMMINGS I CO. Washington,D.C.

EXODUS

INFLAMMATIONS and

tb

MOLLER’S

OH

VLAIJIH. OFFIVEHB' ACCOUNT* SETTLE It, HEJECTKOOnefn RE-OPENED

amine. Price, 11.00.

Co., J. E. DItaon Co.,
N.Y. D22 Oheatnut8t. PhUa.

MOV

slon, paid front dnte of dlscbante.

VOCAL MKT1IOD

I'M KILSOWS
(just out)
has a novel arrangement of syllable*, tnfi other improreruent*
which are sensible and useful Please ex*

OLIVER DITSON &

'

,

Fnr*alc by *ltl**illn(
mvfrhantsi

an* filled with the beat of Hymn Tunes, Setilmtoee, Ac.,
a large, new and fresh collection.

C. II. Ditaon Si
84 3 Broadway.

tAetn- :l

ryanirirenicn^Ooode,BannareAFlaga
|

l*ni*it«withthe '1 .uipii'u Him, vmlch
ion amt Qrilhl* md coutalDi no
botw*.Prlr* by eiall, tt.&a.
jr.if*
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WORSHIP,

Those Useful Conduit*,

Ohio. Betid for Price

IMPROVED HEALTH CORSET

SCHOOLS.

The kidnova and bladder, aometimeabecome
forpid aud weak from unaacertainablecauses.
state of the pulse iu health; then, by W non this occura,their discharging function
ia of neoeaaity very imperfectly performed,aud
comparing it with what it was when he certain debris, which is the reaull of uatural
was ailing, he may have some idea of the bodily waste aud decay, does not escape as it
case. Parents should know the healthy should,but remains to corrupt the blood and
pulse of each child, as now and then a develop poisonous humors and dangerous as
will as painful dis'*aso«. It is one of the beperson is born with a remarkably slow neficent effectsof Hostettor’s Stomach Bitters
or fast pul Be, and the very case in hand to gently stimulate the urinary organs, and premay be of that peculiarity.An infant’s vent them from lapsinginto a state of inactivipulse is 140; a child of 7 years, about ty, always provocativeof their inflammatory
degenerationand decay. Bow much betior,
eighty ; and from 20 to 60 years it is then, is it to adopt this mild diuretic as a means

T*rk

REGALIA

,

rereivititli. Hlsliret

$1.00. FOR CONVENTIONS,

THE

v'“1'

hXjR I,
L0.0.P.
K.ofP.
1.0.0-Ti

r,

........................................
3,964
rruuks ......................................
4
Shown Koods ............ .................... 119
$9t00
Sold ......................................... If,
been naked the new® .........................
5,003
PcrDoz.
Told .........................................
2,210
Lied about it ................................
2,100
FOR SINGING
Didn’t know .................................091
Been aaked to drink .........................
1.M51
Drank .......................................
l.MU
VOICE OF
Changed politics ............................. 40 er Church Music Book* by the aarae author, pre-eminent
Daily expense® allowed by house ............ $ 8 (HI for gracefuland beautifulmusic, and for the line skill
Actual average ..............................
§ 7.IK' and judgment displayed in aelection and arrangement.
Clean profit ..................................
$ UH)
Th» Finl Huntlml
Cash on hand..........................
;....| 2.00
include the SINGING SOilOOL COCRSR, In which
Becu to church ..... .........................
1
are found many tine harmonizedaonga or glees for
practice and enjoyment.
Mile®

The Pulse.— Every intelligent person should know how to ascertain the

seventy beats a minute, declining to
sixty st fourscore. A healthy grown
person’s pnbe beats seventy times a
minute. There may be good health
down to sixty. But, if the pulse always

.

THE CHICAGO LEDGER.

for

VbnecaR
HAHNEMANN

Tarrant’s Seltzer Aperient
The stomach, ovarbardenaduntil It* rooaparativa power
is weakened , revenge*itself upon the poor ht-H, which
It raakec to ache and tortureth- offender.The u-e of
this aperient will carry off naturally, and almost Imperceptibly, the offendingcause. The disease is removed
and tha naad «•«**««(n acha.

a.

[PRUSSINC’Sl
m# CELEBRATEDVfe

ly. The ball struck him just in rear of
the fore shoulder, broke a rib, and
passed almost entirely through his body
in the region of the heart. The ox

htadach* who might bs

Mail. YOUNG MENi^’aiWP.

lm\

h

There are martyrs to
cured by using

1IUNTN XEAIF.IIY

HEMORRHAGES.

COD-LIVEH (ilf
NOTE.-Aflk for POND’S EXTRACT.
Genuine sold only In our bottles.

To the t>e»t lends, la the best climate,with the beet
markets,and on the Inuit term*, slon* the Bt. Paul,
MinneapolisA Manitoba U'y, (late St. Paul A Pacific.

3,000,000

ACRES

Maihly la the Famous

RED RIVER VALLEY OFTHE NORTH.

la perfectiv pore. Pronouncedthe beat by the h’gtvTAKE NO OTHER.
exceeds seventy, there is disease. The
“ Laugh and Grow Fat."
niedicalatHhoritieain the world. Given highest
machine is working itself out; there is
award at 1*2 World’s KxpOeitionH,and st Pans, 1878.
Tills ancient bit of advice is well enough for
fever and inflammation somewhere, and “spare" people, but how about those that are dold by DrugglsU. W.P.ScbielIellndkC'o.,N.Y. RHEUMATISM. No other known preparation
hu* aver performedsuch wonderful curve of
the body is feeding on itself, as in con- already too fat? What is to become of them?
this distressing disease in its vaiiuus forms.
Buffer* r* who have tried everything else withsumption, when the pnlse ia quick — that Sit still, and Til tell you. After many experiments, extendingthrough mouths of patient inout relief, can rely upon being entirelycuied
is, over sixty— giadually increasing with
by tiding i’und'H Extract.
vt-stigatiouaud toil, the celebratedanalytical
decreased chances of cure, until it chemist. J. C. Allan, has perfected and given to
NEURALGI A.' All neuralgic pains of the head,
A large, tight -page paper of broad columns will be
stomach or bowel*_ are »|>e*Hlllycured by the
reaches 110 or 120, when death comes tlio world Allan’s Anti-Fat. Thus far iu several Mnt^oatpeldto any address until Juniiury1st,
free use of tha Extract. No other medicine
before many days. When the pulse is hundred cohos this great remedy has never
will cure as quickly.
failed to reduce a corpulent person from three
HEMORRHAGES. For atanchlng bleeding,eithover seventy for months, and there is a to six pounds per week. It is perfectly harmer externalor Internal, it la al waya reliable, and
slight cough, the lungs are most piob- less aud positively tflicieulbold by druggists.
Address
THE SUN. N. Y. Oitj.
la uned nypuyaidana of all achoola with a Cerably somewhat affected.
taintyof mcceaa. For bleeding 6t the ItiujpiIt

On

long time, low prioss

and sasy paymsnts.

Pamphlet with tail Informationmailed frag. Apply la

D. A.

McKINLAY, Land Comfrv

«to;

r.w. *

to.

nv.

ml

Mina,

THE WEEKLY SUN.

FOR HALF A DOLLAR.

_
Comfort.

Something Worth Knowing —Every
little while we read in the papers of

invaluable. Our Nasal Myringe and Inhaler are material aids In eaaes of Internal
ia

The most essential item to people visiting
Chicago \c comfortablehotel accommodations.
some one who has stuck a rusty nail iu his The Trf.mont House, under the management
foot, or knees or hand, or some other of the old aud well-known landlord,John A.
Rice, affords more solid comfort to the traveler,
portion of his body, and that lock-jaw
at reasonableprice, than any house iu the city,
resulted therefrom, of which the patient and you will tind this a fact by making the
died. If every person was aware of a Tremont your headquarters when you are in
perfect remedy for all such wounds, and Chicago.

small account, and not worth fussing
over, until it is too late to do any good.
Yet all such wounds can be healed without the fatal consequences which follow
them. The remedy is simple, almost
always on hand, aud can be applied by
any one, and, what is better.it is infallible. It is simply to smoke the wound,
or any bruise or wound that is inflamed,
with, burning wool or woolen cloth.
Twenty minutes in the smoke of wool
will take the pain out of the worst
wound; repeated two or three times, it
will allay the worst cases of inflammation arising from a wound. People may
sneer at “the old man’s remedy” as
much as they please, but when they are
afflicted just let them try it. It has
saved many lives and much pain, and is
worthy of being printed in letters of
gold aud put in every home.

never cauterizes,

stings or scarifies the diseased part, bores and eruptions of all kinds
are cured by it All druggists sell it

DIPHTHERIAAND bORK THROAT.

gAPONJFJE|^
Is the

01* Reliable Concentnte* Lye

FOR FAMILY S0AP-MAKIN8.
Dlrentio'iaaooompanytnf eeob eaa for making Bar*.
Soft and Toilet boapQ L sCILL.

Y.

IT TB FULL

WUQHT AND BTRENOTE.

The itianietIs floodedwith (eo-oalied) OonoentraUd
Lye, wulol. la ad altarsted with salt and rosin,end treat

SaponifieR
; MIDI

any

BY THK

__

rmirAPKLFHlA.

_

TO

MgsM-e,

C. Gilbert’s Starches.

Crew Jackson’sB'-st Sweet Navy Tobacco
war at one time between
Germany and France, and for two or
r> «>
* CO., Portland,
three years the French had possession o EL HI U Alain<\lor BeU Agency BulineaaIn
NV'orl| Kxpenalv. Outlil Free.
of the old town where the Goethes
lived. A French Count was placed in
their house— billetedon them, as the
til MIMA Inrortsdln Wall St StMtfiaufcM
soldiers say — and, though the boy till
q)lU III u)iUUU fortaneaevery month. Hook Bent
Goethe was angry with the French for
R. r>
invading his country, he very much
— Choiceetin the world-Importet»'
pric-e
liked this Count, who took a fancy to
. — tsw* Gropany in Ainerica-aUple
- „ , ^ Jaarttele^lete^
rwirUrfly-Trade continthe bpy, and had him with him a great ually
inote. ling— Am: nto. muted everywb re-beat Int waate llme-wnd
.....
time— aend tor CircuUtdeal. The Count was a patron of artists, ducementy-Hlo'i
ROiry
WKLLS.«V^r
ROB’T WKLL8.
43 V*eM.v st
Hi . N. Y
p. (fins
and bought a great many picture*, and
S^ick
from him Goethe obtained his first
knowledge of art. This frenchman in-

C

P.G.

Mfellfegp
$777

troduced the boy to other French
people, and Wolfgang thus, learned the
language perfectly. He also learned
some other things, as the following

IOOK
FRBEI.^.rfcd'r^
MKDlCAL
mp.

Dr»rKN«aTrmT,_Butile Oreek. Mich.
i

IDDER’S PAST!

Sure reliefa aa
Price AS eta. IS I

anecdote will show; He became quite
HEM OUTHW HELL."
intimate with a French boy, Derofles, "BAC kYrOMT
on$trh > hu bttn thtrel
who pretended to have been engaged “Rise and Fall of the Moustache.”
in a great many duels— “affairs of hohor"
i By Iht BurHfgto* Hauktyt A amort*/.
he called them. Que day, he'iold Samantha as a P. A. a .d P. I.
Ha.
young Goethe that he had insulted him,
and at once challenged him to a duel.
Goethe had heard Derones talk so much
j

”

only

An Open

where the removal of clothingl* inconvenient.
all achoola recommend and prescribePond's Extract. We have letter* from
hundreds, who order It dally. Jn their general
practice for Swelling*of all kind®. Quinsy,
Hon Throat, Inflamed Ton®lla, Him pie aud
chronic Diarrhea, Catarrh (for which it ia a
ipfittc), Chilblain*, (stingsof Insects, Mosquitoes, etc.. Chapped Hands, Face, and,
Indeed, all manner of Hkln Diseases.
FARMERS.— No Htook-Hiveder,no Livery
Man can afford to be.wlthout It. It i® naeff by
all the Leading Livery Btablea,StreetRailroad*
and firstHorsemen in New York City. It bar
no equal for Hpralns, Harness or 8addfc
Chaini gs, Htmuess, scratches.hweUlngs,

m

SMITH 08(11 CO.

'f. First

EaUbllahed1 Moet •««QBMfal|

TH1TR INSTRUMENTS have

Tho

PER GALL.

ITXC1AL PREPARATION* OP POND'S EXTRACT COMBINED WITH THE PCXES* ‘4*0 MOST DELICATE
PERFUMES POB'-LADIEH' BOCDOI1S.
POND'S EXTRACT ............ 60c., tl.OQand $1.75

EverTwhere recognlzad as tha VLHJCST

IK TONS.

80,000

Marie and la uae. New DedfM eonsUattfi
Beet work and lowest prices
. *9» Send for a Catalofne.

MUS-

is by far
the best external known for
man or beast* * The reason

why becomes an ‘‘open
secret ”

when wo explain that

“Mustang” penetrates skin,

,

flesh aud mnscle to the very
bone, removing all disease
apd soreness. No other lini*
moot does this, hence none
other is so largely used or
does such worlds of good.

Toilet Cream/ ...... $1.00 Catarrh Core ....... $ 75
Dentifrice ....... ... 50;Plaater .............25
Lipsalve ...........25:Inhaler (Glaas, 50c). 1.00
Toilet Soap (8 cakes) &0;Na*al Syringe....... 25
6o Medicated Paper;...25

Oioinaeal
of money or P. O.

LEADING MARKETS
OF THE WOBLD!

MEXICAN

TANG LINIMENT

(Package Extra.)

Thin la no 80 ot. boiled tea kettle preparation. It
is prepared with all the care al) of onr articles receive. Bant by express on receflit of price.

fact Ig well understood1

that tho

as well a* in qvenr Turns- houm. Let it bo tried
once and you will never be wlthaut it.
TT8E.— Oqr apecialpreparation for use on atook is offered at the very low
price of

kletnndard

vahie la all the

OVER

Secret.

FOR VETERINARY
•2.60

---

y&r
--

TEAS.

m

find in this the

Cuts, Laceration®,RlcMilng, Pneumonia,
Colic, Diarrhea, Chill*,Colda, etc. It® range
of action Is wide, and tho rellaiIt affordsia ao
prompt that it la luvaluablein every Furus-yard

tMi,

2

Baxter
toi

PILES

immediatereliefand ultimate care. No nute,
however chronic or obebiiate,can long re.-un
Ha regular use. Our ointment i*4of gn^t service

Pennsylvania Salt Manuf g Co,

The Boy Goethe’s Duel.
a

to ladtea.

HEMORRHOIDS or

PHYmICTANHof

inferior organs; while the difference iu quality,
and especially in durability,is very great

Housekeepers prefer
There was

healing,cooling and cleansing. The most
obstinatecases are healed and cured with astonishing rapidity.
BURNS
hCALDS. For allaying the heat
and pain It ia nnrivaled,and ahonld be kept In
every family,ready for use in case of accident®.
LADIES And It their best friend. It Manage* the
pain to which they are peciftlstrlysubject—
notably fullnessaud preMure In the head, nauaeo, vertigo.Ac. It promntl/ attaliorateaand
permanentlyheal* all kinda of luflHiniiiHtlmis
and ulceration®.Our Toilet 8oap fur bathing, and Toilet Cream for the akin ami complexion.have proven of IneStitnableadvantage

AND

Hoartentu will be agreeablysurprised at the

It Is impossible to sell the best articleof

,

It is

SAFE MONET, AND BUT TEE

kind as low as the poorest can be affonlea
But the prices of At aeon A Hamlin Cabinet
Organs are uot much m fre than those of very

distaves. 1
WOUNDS AND DRUISKS.
1

SOHKN, ULCMLS,

maAticf.

Brown's Bronchial Troches.'’25 cts. a box.

Used

gargle,and also appliedexternallya* directed, in the early atageaof the diseases, it will
anrely control and cuffe them. Do ffot delay
trying- |t on appearance of Unit symptom*of
these dangemua
#
v> r
a* a

Throat Affectio.nband Hoabheness.— All
suffering from Irritation, of the Throat and
almost-immediaterelief afforded by the use of

i«j*Caatoa,Maat

byrlnge ia of essentialservicein theao ckieg.
For olu ami obstinatecaaea we recommend our
Catarrh Remedy, which combinesthe virtue*
of Pond’a Extract with other Ingredient*,
making it the beat known remedy for Catarrh.

aruggists sell it

Everybody knows that, so long as there is
croud flesh iu a Bjre or wound, it will not heal.
The obstacle is speedily removed and the flesh
reunited by Henby’s Carbolic Halve, the
finestembodiment in existence of that supremo
purifier,carbolic acid. Its emollientingredients modify its pungent add ba-i®. so that it

Extract la the only gpedfte for

thl* prevalentand distreaRing
complaint; quickly relieves cold in the head. Ac. Our Nasal

Mince the composition of one of the most
popular proprietarymedicines — we speak of
Lir. F. WUboft’sAnti-PenodicorFever and Ague
Tonic — has been published aud accompanies
every bottle, the sales of this greatest specific
cause they think it too simple; others for the cure of Chills aud Fever, Dumb Chills
and hypertrophied spleen have doubled, and
will have no faith in it when they read
the leadu.g physicians prescribe it in their
it; while otheis think such a wound of prac'icewhen the usual remedies fau. Ail

would apply it, then all such repoits
must cease. But, although we can give
the remedy, we cannot enforce its application. Some will not employ it be-

Uleanllnesa,

bleeding.

CATARRH. The

I

order.

„

[ ]

la sold only In
bottles, im-losed In buff wrapper®, with the words
"POND’S KTTBtCr* blown In the glass. It Is
never aold Ui bulk. No one can sail it except iu
our boUlea. as abjve described.

WTOur New Pamphlet, with Bistort op ode
Pekpabatiors,Sent FUEE or Applicationto

POND’S

EXTRACT

CO.

18 Murray Street, New Torlu

CURED FREE!

'/<•.

CAtrriONp-Pond’sExtract
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SOLD BY ALL DBUOOISTS.
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you saw
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BEST IS CHEIPEST THOUGH IT

larwcrs’ (Eolumn.

Tnis time at Drentha, Mich., at the farm
•,cf Mr. 5.

Van Shee.

Me Hi ReM

Drape

fan

Recommended by the Brooklyn (N. Yd Board
This form

when the

trial on

x

14th, 1870.

Wood

local agent of the Walter A.

Van

lenged Mr. B.

which

Van

Mr.

Rualte was ready

trouble

Gray’s Spec.fic Medicine.
TRADE MARK.

some of

to.

to

buy

FURNITURE

in
Abuse;
Lore
^^m^^Aftei Taking,

an

« —
Before

The best and cheapest place

near, Spermatorrhea, Impotency,
and all dlaeoses
that follow,
a
sequence of Helf-

trial,

the preliminaries.

FURNITURE.

Seminal Weak-

the trial proper,

show goods.

as

\

the city

of

THE GRAY MEDICINE

Wood

CO.,

Sooner than disappoint the gathered
neighbors, Mr. Van Raalte exhibited the
operation of the McCormick on the second
day appointed—during a heavy rain, and
the grain was heavy and in bad condition

assembled. And now for the

the people
trial on the

memorable Monday for that locality.
The Wood people were present in

8-iy

quarters,and some of the best

men

A new

A prompt delivery free of charge, can
be relied upon.
—

x—- O

—

Wood

Holland. Aiijr. 17,

PEACH TARLETON.

they

this State, and

and most beautiful.
&

SONS.

1878.

WILLOW-WARE,PICTURES,

and

see

trouble

JJo

shezv goods.

beautiful variety of Dress -Goods,

W.

Ginghams, Calicoes, bleached and unbleached abcetingi, etc.,

A

Holland, Mich.,

MacallisterV

COUGH MIXTURE*
Extra Fine Remedy for

COUGHS.

WAKKER.

July 1st, 1879.

phlegm,and acts like

A

No

i a re<’«Mii e.t

4;>iOO tier
A tun tf'-Nun

r.-m.
tun,

Ogdrartunb N.Y.

Salmon, Lobsters.

TEA

The

beet

is

5c Cigar in

l&jvn,

'pulled the McCormick had been picked
out for the occasion,and as being far
better than the

P.

Holland, July

that the

same •‘flaw-picking”and

fault-

finding found place at Paris last year,

McCormick won.] The teams
were changed, the Wood machine was

and

still

given tbo lead again, and was passed again
by the McCormick, in the same glorious
manner coming in one-fourth ahead of the
circuit; The result fa that Mr. G. Van
Rhee chose to keep the McCormick mar
chine, which he declares to be in every

etc., etc.

& A. STEKETEE.

way superior

Wood.

U» the

is

done

Maine.

A.

that it will take

We

can complimentMessrs. McCormick on

Manufacturersof and dealers iu

BOOTS & SHOES,

Np agent
having an
agent of such undoubted skill

and energy as

Van

Mr.

Co.

some inven-

tive genius of the future to surpass it.

Raalte.

is; and

themselves on being the happy proprietors
of such a beautiful labor-saving devise.

SUp^ers, Etc. Eto.
at

No. 74 Washington street,

Grand Haven,

- -

Mich.

Having bin recently formed our co-partnership,
This report of the atfair we have written we wish to infotm our fellow-citixeua of Grand
on the informationgiven by Mr. G. Van Haven and aurrouudiug towns that we have a fine
Mock of Ready Made Goods of all descriptions,
Rhee in person, to whom we are privi- which we offer for sale cheap. However,

leged to refer any skeptic. The whole
affair

was witnessed by several neighbor-

whom we can mention
E. Van Dam, and a host

Custom Hade Goods
i. will remain our Specialty.

ing farmers, among
Mr. L. Vredevcld,
of others.

Quality of work guaranteed, and repairing
done on short notice.
A. L. HOLMES & CO.
Grand Haven, Mich., March 1st, 1879. 45-tf

Ik a lecturebefore a pomologicalsociety

Notice to Farmers.

fruit-growera:

Restores the Hair
to its Original Color, and prevents
falling out.

found in this cltr for the remainderof the aeasi n.

and the

results

were disastrous.By other

methods apples were kept

SMITH A STEOOVENJANS.
Holland,

J

HOLLAND,

- -

MCIHIGAN.

Does a general Banking, Exchange, and Collection business. Collections made on all points in
ihe United States and Europe. Particular atten
tbo-paid to the collections' of Banks and Hankers.
Remittances made en the day of payment. All
busmen* Intrusted to me shall have prompt attention. Interest allowed on time deposits,subject
to check at sight. Foreign exchange bought and
sold. Tickets to and from all points in Europe
sold at my office.

9-ly

*

JACOB VAN PUTTEN.

Mortgage Sale.
default has been made in the pay
munt of the money secured by a mortgage,
dated the 13th day of May, A. D. 1871. executedby
Rodof A. Schou ten and GijsbenjeSchonten, his
wife, of the township of Zeeland, Ottawa county,
Michigan, to Hulbert Keppel, of Zeeland,aforesaid. which said mortgage was recorded -In the
office of the Register of Deeds of the County of
Ottawa and State of Michigan io Liber X of mortgages, on page 93, on the 19th day of August.A. D

vf

1871, at one o'clock, p. m., and .whereas, the said

mongsge has been dulv assigned by the said Huibert Keppel to Jan Boa. by assignment, bearing
date the 18th day of February. A. D. 1878. and re
corded In the office of the Register of Deeds of tin*
said ooimtv of Ottawa,on the twenty-third day of
February, A. D. 1878, at 8 o'clock in the forenoon
of said. day, in Liber No, 4. of mortgages, on page
366, and the saaw is flow owned by him; and
whereas the amount now claimed to be due on
said mortgage at the date of this notice is the snm
of one hundred and sixty five dollars and seventy eight cents, principal and interest,and the further
sum of twenty-flvedollars as an attorney fee, slip,
nlated for in said mortgage, and which is the
whole amount claimedto oe due and unpaid on
said mortgageand no suit or proceeding having
been institutedat law to recover tba debt now re-'
mainlng secured by said m»rtgag*,or any part
thereof; whereby the power of aala containedin
said mortgage has become operative:How therefore notice It hereby oiten, that by virtne of the
power of sale aqd in pursnanceof the statute 'In
such casrftEiuleand provided, the said mortgage
will be foreclosed by a aale of the premises theredescribed, at public auction, to the highest bidder, at the front door of the Conrt Honse. in the
city of Grand Haven, ia said county of Ottawa, on

Mondaj, the Eleventh day of August

perfectly one

year. lev

is

difficulty;

appears to be hi preventing
has been supplied by

attaching s hose pipe and lawn sprinkler
in the ice bin

and

letting

bn

the

supply on

paper on

T rees play an

,

importantpart in the plans

of nature, and should not be destroyed
with

impunity robbed

of them we reduce

21-4

land situated in Ottawa County and State of Mich

ignu and daseribad aa the west eighteen and

w

“
“

......

, JAMBS LKFFBL A
49-ly

.

.......

*08.110
3 43. SO

CO.,

“THE PRIVATE MEDICAL ADVISER"
on 8-phlll*.Oonorrh'**, Gleet, Stricture, Variooc-le. *c..aite Spermatorrhoea, Sexual Debility, and
Impotency, from S«ir abu»« and £xce»rt, cauaing Seminal
Kmitiinrta,Nrrroutneaa. Arer»ioa to Society,Confoaion of
Llraa, 1 hytiralDrear, Dimnen of bight; Delectiee Memory,
Love of sniialTooVr,etc., making marriage improper oe
unhappy, tiring treitm'nt.a*d a great many rateablereceipts
for tiir cart ot all priritedittaNt; 324 page*,orarflOpUtea,
60 ecu to.
Nnliral .tdvlrr."l»rl«r»
•« Nunhood nnd Wnmanhood. 10 a
we ernd all throe ot the
a'ioTe ilpvrnteAbonki,
nirelr botiuinn on- routine,ivutointer OO page* ami
1(0 iliuttratioua,
and embracingewytliinjr on the generative avatem that la worth knowinx.Tuecooibnet! volume ia
rely the
pofinveiy
the mart pntialar Medical Bonk puhiuhed.
e(|Vrirnrrdphrauian
many
The author
Author la
year* pr«< tine, («» u wi ll known , and the advtew given,
amf rule* fur Urdtinrutlaid flown, wilt tie found ot great
value to not* Mirterinje from fnipunOMoftlie
ivtletn. early
error*,lot vigor,or any uf the numerou* trouble*coming
under the head ot "Private" or "Chromo" di*ea*e*.—
Po»tejreitanipt taken in payment for any nf the* book*.

on the New York Central by
one snow-drift,cost the company enough

an

WRYBURN’S ALTERATIVE SYRUP.

D R._B U

jrTSLDIS

$100,000.

be

JJ,

R

BURN

w Ei
B.DICIN E
Chester, N. Y.

CO.

Chicago, Illinois.

TO RENT.
Premises recently occupied by W. C. Melis, west
of Hope Cbnrch Parsonage.
Inquire of
H. D. POST.

wT1.

CITY BOTTLING

WOUKS.

1

PATIENTS TREATED
p«.r»onalcomulialion
preferred,which I* FREE and invited
Dft. BUTTS l&vfu* all paraaM *al*riaiDorn

/

Ho, IS

Epi

Stitit, Hoiltii, Hichigu,

(UNDER GERMANIA HOUSE.)
communication*itrlctlveonftdentlal,bm enouw oa
HdmeadU DR aUTTS . 11 North OikM-.i*. Uuit.iU.
.

All

CONSUMPTION CUBED

Our celebrated Lager Beer is bottled fresh at this
retabliahment, and will be deliveredto families free
of charge at $1.*A) perdozen full quart butties,
or 80 cents per j* dozen.

!

The undersigned, an old and retired physician,
having been permanently cured of the much
dreaded diseaseCONSUMPTION, by a almplc
remeoy, la anxious to make known to his fellow-

Come and try Samples

at

the Bar.

sufferersthe means of cure. To all who desire It.
he will send a copy of the prescription used, FREE
OF CHARGE, with direction# for preparing and
using the same, which will be found a sure cute for
Conn option, Catarrh,' Bronchlllt, Aethma, Her&c, Address with stamp.—

E. F.

SUTTON.

Brewer.

t

votuneet,

Holland, Mich.,

April 17tb, 1879.
10-lT

DR. C. STEVENS, Brnckvllle, Ont.

1879. SPRING AND SUMMER. 1879Millinery and Fancy Goods.

Bonnets, Hats, Feathers,
Flowers, Laces, Embroidery, Kuching,

of Mortoam.

Gio. W. Me

14-1

w

3

ill

COLLARS AND CUFFS,
Hosiery, Gloves’; Fans, Parasols, Shawls, Saeques,

Women do as .fWU fis men. Many
make more then the omonnt stated

•
And

‘

worth in thirty years

THE
HE

C. W. M'LEAN,
181 Dearborn street.

rb«W, elerl Mrlrtarv, ttrrbill*. all Irlaary TrwaWte, Hyphllllltorfterrarlalaflection*of the throat, iklo or bone^
treated with *nrcv»i, without mine Mcrcurr,

jJ3

P. O. Box vour*elf.*rAddreaa
1-J8w
Portland, Malae.

GEORGE STINSON A

f’O.,

Ib-lj

»

M

Circulars,
yo/iq '

L.

&

.{

:

Dolmans,
,

.

line of

SILK:

th^?dSSa^^tWnVyJuati

,

xY

ac(ju!re<nMianonaneputatiorMo^kiIn!itJicircatinent
of
chrofriddiieaiM and complicated
cate*. Syphilt*,Vaaar-

mor^*^ '

RHEUMATISM,

them would

A HOLLAND

Saw Mill msn. Also, a Holland
brlckmaker to go to my Holland settlement
in North Carolina.
Answer la either Holland or English language.

t

Dated*

J
above,
one
can
to plant and rear 1.300icres of forest trees, tUF A remedy used Thirty Hh part in a private
to .$1xr how, by devoting yoncf v»nlnga and spare
which, placed in belts along the track, practice,and never tailing to radicallytare
time (u the hnstaess. H coats ydd nothing to try
“ btulnass. Nothing like it for money Baking
i
thab
would be a thing of beaety and utility
everofferedbefore. Businesspleasant and strict
morable. Reader, if you want to klhow all
forever. J. J. Thomas favored the locust Dropsy, Erysipelas, Scrofula. Secondary Syphilis ly honorable.
for posts, and said 100 acres planted in Gravel. Diabetes, and all diseasesin which tho “*,Ut
send ns
DR. L. D.

of

Springfield,Ohio.

THE WORLD'S BALM.

HOWARD.

Wanted.

om

our land to a barren desert. The wrecking
of a train

M. D.

-

.

Hooker read a timely
plantingand protecting forests.

frosty daysi Mr.

FOB SALE.

Ainee Io

Hoibaada, Adriea to
Wire*, Prorfitqllmj,
ill ciu«*i,Celibacy and Mtirimony con.
iurrl, Conlujal dutirl,Conception, ContnntMBt,
Lora tad
CourliSip.Ii»i*!iinciilt to Mamafo in mateaodfaaiah-.Scteneo
of Hrproducii-'n,Sinulc l.l c co< lidrrod,Lair of Marriaft,
Law of Divorce.Lecai flyM* ft mirried women,etc., includ.
in* DtE?-uea peculiaru Women, their c«u»e* and treat,
me 1. A Ivk fur pririte>n I eoondervtt readir.j.ol 320p*(*a,
*Ub full 1 lilt Eujrana'i, by nail, •tiled, for 60 tenia.

snuiE

used in some Instance* • the

dampness. Tl»e ice

1878.

BO-ISO acres off of the north-east quarterof the
north west quarter of sestlon twenty-five In township six. north of tange thirteen west, also a piece
of land In said county commencing in tha center
of the Jennlson road atthe north-west corner of
Ulrara Andries’ land running thence sonlh fifty
Compact, Substantial, Economical and easily managed. rods in a strip two rods wide, thence east a atrip
Guaranteedto work well and three rods wide and twenty rods fong. thence south
a strip of land two rods wide and Any rods long to
give full powerclaimed. The
Engine and boiler complete, land owned by Jaa Bos, said tad being on the
oi .ih»
soath-west quarter of section
tfaf yoath-wett
including governor^ pump, east half ot
twenty-four, In tdWirtdilpaix
six north, of range thlr
etc. (and boxing) at the low
teen west, ofiftnUring ooe atro and seventy-six
price of
rods
of
land
afiebrdtng
to thft government survey,
» Horae Power ...... ft 242.00
be the same
‘

uly 8rd,

from

jicm ns pirns BOOKS ^MILLION
RANKER,

1

fruit. Some methods had proved defective

it

Furniture.Colne, Coring
Etc,
RIVER STREET. HOLLAND MICH.

following describedLois In tho City of
Holland. I will sell at the following prlcca.
Both these remediesare for sale at
Lot fl, Block F. Lot 8. Block G. West Addition ftlTft
Dr. Scuocten’h Drug Store.
each: Lot 18, Block 8, Lot 8, Block 11, South West
Eieth Street,
Holland Micb. Addition$175 each. ‘Lots l 2, 3. 4, 5 & 6 in Block
6-ly
25, as organized plat near the M. L. 8. depot at
$125 each, except Lots 1 * 2 which are $800 each.
Also 6 lots West of First avenue at $125 each. The
above will be sold for n small payment dowV Also
the following Lots \ 10. 11, 12, IS, and 14, In Block
A Urpi, new and conpOO Gold# to
B, Lota 2, 4, 5 and tin Block H. The above will
Wedlock, tontamliic,»itJ> many othtra,
no (ol’owu,* chapter*i A compotoot
be sold on long credit and small payments down.
Wnnaahood,SrleclionoMTifc,ErtdtBCM
Apply to,
ot Virfinitr,Tcnip«ram«nta, compatibla

There were various, methods spoken of T^HR undersignedwDh to inform their patrons next, atone o'clock In the afternoon of that day:
that their three beautiful stallions can be which said premises are describedin said mortuf houses for storing
gage as follows: Atl that certain piece or parcel of

for the conatruolion

CO.

Mies,

HAIR RENEWER

LEE’S

Sc

DIALERS IN

• -

in

the following good hints were given to

METER

1

BANKING.

YT7HERBA8

W. F. HARRIS.

Holmes &

L.

and gentle by tlm McCor-

so neat

mick machine

WEEK in your own town, and no capirisked. You can give the business a
trial without expense. The best opportunity ever offered those willing to work. You
should try nothing else until yon see for vourself
what you can do at the business we offer. . No room
to explain here. You can devote all your time
or only yoUrsparetime to the business, and make
great pay for every hour that you work. Women
make as much as men. Send for special private
terms and particulars which we mail free. $5
Uuttitfree.Don't complainof hard times while
yon have such a chance. Address H. UALLETT
it CO., Portland.
HMy

The elevating

of the grain slid the delivery of the abeaf

H.

and incooipatiblt.Sterilityto Wmnon,
* .um and iraatmonl, Adric* to Brida-

A

HOLMES.

SOLD BY

J. P. Lrk, Chicago, HI.

25, 1879.

tal

A. L.

CROUP,

Prepared only by

erirfim,

call the attention of our readers to the fact

mi

rpHE

unsurpassed.

Candies, Jrats,

the
cases of

in

'

GATES CURTIS,

Groceries is complete— in-

eluding all kinds of Canned goods,

Wood machine with the re- Our 40c
nowned McCormick..Mr. Mason then

charm

family ought to be without it.

potv*r. pru-u etc. i*
v. ii in an extra of

K

Send for a Copy.

.

a

mu, BM»,

21-3m

tile

passing the

team which pulled his
machine. Then Mr. Van Raalte proposed
to trade teams. [Right here we wish to

Large «ample package sent free on receipt of 1ft
cents, to pay postage and mailing. Agents wanteL
Address J, p. Mountain, cgdensburff, N. Y.

TUrTCjilTIS TJHBIHE!

Eastern Salt always on hand.

had considerable trouble, choking up fre
qOerilly, leaving the boy an easy race, and

made the remark that the team which had

10~6m

Those who ate troubled with coughingat night,
can find Immediate relief.

stock of Boots and Shoes
that defy competition

G.Van Our stock of

machine

TkVAARWERK.

etc.

machine,

chtye waa started with a boy of Mr.

U. The Wood

to

my goods.

J

G.

Eighth Street, Holland, Mich.

MACALISTER’S Congh Mixtureloosens

A

Mr. G. Van Rhee. The McCormick maRh^e'ro wfglneer

dec.

|*i

and were given the lead with the team of

Call and see the stock, no
trouble to show goods.

An
Cali

HARD PAN PRICES.

by the yard.

State of Indiana. These gentlemen took

Wood

of

Chandeliers— the
latest styles — the safest—

OIL-CLOTHS,

I have the moat complete line of Undertaking
materials from the cheapest coffin to the celebrated
metal eclf-Malingcasket, on hand.

and a fine lot of oil TABLE-CLOTHS, cheap,

Mr. A. J. Briggs, general agent for the
the management of the

Ho Trouble.

Lamps and

At

handsome

our large stock you will find a
variety of

people, we found Mr.

Mason, general agent for

any-

have also put no tho shelves a large and com-

*

G.VAN PUTTEN

BRICK

Holland, Is at the

Moulding* Brackets,

Among

could muster In this part of the State.
the

CURTAINS,

slock at

& A. Steketee.

F.

force,

and brought with them experts from head-

Among

10

have the trial postponed twice.

the entire satisfaction of

I

MATTING, WALL PAPER,

Mechanics’Block, Detroit,Mich.
machine were reluctant in coming to time,
tjf" Sold in Holland and elsewhere by all whole
being the means by failure of their appeur- sale and retail druggists.

—to

way!

it

GLASSWARE.

KIVER STREET,

No.

. ance, to

l

ORWKERY°afndhC0110 UIUl po,,ular kiu(1*

micss ARE LOW.

STORE on

CARPETS,

of the

SET.

Come and Look at

for yourself, no

Pain In the Back, Dimness of Villon. Premature
Air. G. Van fthee wanted to get the best Old Age, and many other diwases that Idad to In
or Consumption, and a Preraaturp Grare. where can be found the largestand most complete
machine, and while one of. the local agents sanity
tjyPnll particularsIn our pamphlet, which we
stock of alj kind* of FURNITURE,
desire
to
send free by mail tp every one. fcjVThe
of the Walter A. Wood is a relative of Mr.
Specific MedicineIs sold by all drnggists at $1 per
Van Rheo, the McCormick machine had package, or six packages for $5. or will be sent free
mure than an ordinary obstacle to over- by mail on receipt of the money by addressing,

come, obviously. The agents

......

—

anfslllngcure for

to

and the day was made gala by the doings.
will give

MARK.

The great Eng-TRAD!
Ilsh remedy, an

accept. A large number of neighboring
farmers were gatheredto witness the

we

see

have made such arrangementsthat I can
PIECE, PART OK A SET, or

by the

WHOLE

. Crockery,
Flour & Feed.

Come and

I

It

chal-

Raalte, agent for the

Before we proceed with

I respectfullyinvitetho Attention of the citizens
of Holland and vicinityto the new ana hamlsomr
addition 1 have made to my stock consisting ol

sell

Etc., Etc.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

The

renowned McCormick harvester and binder,

<fc

MANL'PACTUBKD bt thb

LEWIS & MENZIE8 CO.

HOLLAND.

And

Gaps,
Groceries,

I

3ST—

CHINA WANE,

'

i

t.

agents brought about a fair

Monday, July

FLAVORING EXTRACTS
THE BgST AND STROBNaBST MADE.

New

ti

GKEnsrurtTE

have just received a large new stock of

Hats

.

.
GEO.

brought the result about above stated. A

0

Dry Goods,

of Tartar.

LEWIS’

great deal of idle braggadociowas exploded

We

_

the implement agents

Somethin

River Street,

• chemists in the United States.
We witt pay $1000,00 for any ALUM or other
adulteration found in this Powder.

corner of the township of Overjsel. Competition between

-

Burned out by the late Fire we re-openedIn
touriuw store just completedat our old stand on

of Health, and by the flrst

>

located iu the northwest

is

-

VAN PUTTEN & SONS,

6.

POWDER

Trial Over Again.

!

!

'-T.

BAKINf

FOR MCCORMICK HARVESTER AND BIRDER.

The Great Parisian

ITEW FIRM

COST S LITTLE H10REI

CONDENSED

LEWIS’

ANOTHER TRIUMPH

MT

S.

OR/AFB.

iLIsTD

VAN DEN BERGE,

ETOKTH STREET

...

-

HOL.Xi A.NI5,

MICK

9

